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AIRCRAFT MORTGAGE
A Study in Comparative Aviation Law of the
Western Hemisphere
S. A. BAYITCH*

1. Prenda, Hipoteca and Mortgage: (i) Civil law, (ii) Common law.
II. Sources of Law: (i) Latin America, (ii) Common law countries
(Canada and the United States).
(v)

III. The Agreement: (i) Parties, (ii) Chattel, (iii) Debt, (iv) Form,
Possession, (vi) Registration.
IV. The Security: (i) Aircraft, (ii) Sparc Parts, (iii)

Enterprise,

(iv) Substitutions.
V. Rank and Privileges: (i) Rank, (ii) Privileges, (iii) Retention.

VI. Enforcement.
VII. Termination.
Vil. International Problems: (i) Confict law, (ii) Treaties, particularly the Geneva Convention (1948).
It is indeed fascinating to study reactions produced within a legal
system faced with the task of regulating new phenomena. Where such
reactions conic as products of continuous growth, legal systems are able
to supply the appropriate solutions through reliance on established patterns.
Novel situations are absorbed by insertion within the web of existing law.
Passing beyond the limit of that absorbtive capacity are those instances
where new problems arise so unexpectedly that no period of adjustment
is available to cushion the impact. Legal systems presented with the difficult
task of regulating new technical, social or economic devices will strive
to preserve continuity. They will adjust rather than innovate, greater or
lesser success depending ol their flexibility. Only strong pressures can
produce new legal ideas. Though such solutions be driven from well trod
paths, they will still be crossed by long shadows from the distant past.
Such developments are cxcmplificd by the law of aviation. Within one
generation aviation went from a mere fancy to an effective, economical
and accepted means of transportation. It flourished and took on solidity

in an economy where credit financing is a basic characteristic. The more
aviation relies on credit as an element of its economic growth, the more
ingenious will be the devices invented and adopted. Thus it becomes
*Professor of Law, University of Ntiani School of Law.
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possible to use as security any of the assets, corporeal and incorporeal,
owned or controlled by the industry. Their methods range from the classical
personal suretyship and real pledge, to the delicately balanced arrangements
of conditional sales, equipment trusts, trust receipts, assignment of accounts
receivable and, of course, various mortgage types of security.
Aircraft financing required no invention of new devices but only
adjustment of already existing methods. Generally, they did not have to
parallel the technical and economic progress of aviation because governmental auspices and public financing, in most countries, removed any need
for recourse to private financing. It is, therefore, readily understandable
that the only country forced into a position of real need for private financing
was the United States. Here highly advanced credit techniques combined
with detailed contractual banking arrangements accounted for most of the
progress, statutory enactments having made only a modest contribution.
In the other countries questions of aircraft financing arose not out of any
pressing need, but rather from an academic interest in the novel field and
an inherent tendency toward the creation of complete codes speculatively
resolving all possible future problcms. Their dogmatic overtones and the
lack, in many jurisdictions, of a countervailing pragmatical approach are
evidence of slight connection with reality.
In this country both the manufacturing and the transportation branches
of the aviation ijndustry have shown a continuous interest in the security
aspect of aircraft financing. One case of really heavy capital investment
in the industry came immediately after 1945, by which time the fundamental techniques of aircraft financing had already achieved stability.'

Recent technical changes in aircraft engines have again triggered new and
greater demands for capital. Pressing from this center new type aircraft
will carry the need for properly secured financing into foreign countries.
This added international dimension of the financing problem brings with
it the acute need for internationally effective regulations and safeguards.
I. PRENDA, HIPOTECA AND MORTGAGE
The three main types of security in aircraft, the prenda (pledge),
hipoteca, and chattel mortgage must first be identified. Historically, these
institutions developed differently in both legal systems 2 in force in the
Western Hemisphere, retaining characteristics inherent in the civil law
on the one side and the common law on the other.

1. BANKERS 'ITsr COMPANY (ao.), AIRLI"NE FINANCE (1945); Brown & Ashby,
Airline Financing, 14 J.AIR L, & CosINI. 460 (1947); BEE.KFN, FINANCIAL STUDY OF
DOMESTIC AIRLINE INDUISTRY AND AMERICAN AIR.INES (1954), See also Sharp,
Some Considerations on the Financing of the Air Transport Industry in the let Era, 39
RonERT MORRIs AssocIrs BULL. 25 (1956):
2. \Viganore, The Pledge-Idea, A Study in Comparative Legal Ideas, 10 IARV. L.
REV, 321 (1896); Chaplin, The Story of Mortgage Law, 4 IIARv. L. REV. 1 (1890).
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CIVIL LAW. A startling fact is manifested by the law in force in
Latin America in regard to security interests in aircraft, namely that it
still follows the principles of the early Roman law. 3 As it is well known,
Roman law developed three types of security in chattels: the early fiducia
CUM creditore,4 and later the pigmns (pledge), and the hypotheca. Pignus

was construed as based on a contract real (re contrahitur), meaning that

the contract can be perfected only by the transfer of the chattel into the
creditor's possession. On the other hand, the hypotheca was constituted as
a simple lien on real and personal property, the security remaining with
the dcbtorY Fiducia, on the contrary, brought into play the title which
was transferred for security. At a later stafe fiducia was replaced by the
less stringent nondispossessory pignus and hypotheca. In the Corpus Juris
Civilis7 pignus and hipoteca appear merged into one legal institution.
Faced with this variety of possible solutions, medieval Romanists disregarded the title shattering fiducia and gave preference to the dualism of
dispossessory pignus for chattels and the nondispossessorv hypotheca for
real property. The French Civil Code adopted this solution., Directly
therefrom, or, in some cases, indirectly from the Spanish Civil Code," the

dual system of dispossessory prenda on the one hand and the hipoteca
on the other, were adopted in the early'' and retained in the more recent
Latin American civil codes.,' Under this system the debtor lost the use

3. BucKLAND & McNAI,
314 (1952).

RO.NIANv LAW AND COmmON

LAw,

A COMI'ARATIV.

SURV'EY

4. GAmus 4, 182.
5. hsw'rtrs 3.14.4
6. Propie pignus dicisus quod ad creditoreCn transit, hypothecai cue non transit
nec possessio ad creditorem, DiUv.sr 13.7.9.2 (Ulpian).
7. Inter pignus atittem et hypothecan tantum nominis sonis differt, DIC.ST 20.1.5.1.
8. COD Ctvil. art. 2076 (Fr. 53rd Dallhz 1954).
9. Coorco Civil art. 1863 (1889). Since then Spanish law has developed
considerably. In pursuance of art. 14 of the Ley de bases de la navegaci6n aerea (1949),
IIERRIHRA Y ESTEBAN, L'.ISI.AcOo AERONAUJTICA EsPANOL.A (1951), adopting the principle
that "aircraft are susceptible to hipoteca," in confonnity with international conventions
as well as with Spanish legislation regarding hipoteca, the validity depending on
inscription in the mercantile register, the Ley sobre hipoleca rnobiliaria y prenda sin
desplazarniento (Dee. 16, 1954, EOLErIN oricsLt. DE L ESIADO, Dec. 18, 1954, text also
in PE~CE.s-BARRA DEL BRIO, LCISI.AC.ION ESPANOTA: Li,Yes MErRCANrn.iL.s, app. 143,
1955) declared aircraft amenable to hipoteca (art. 12). ALVAREZ RONIERO, LA AIRONAVE
R.EGIST RAL
(1958.10SITUACION
E.g., CODIc.O CiViL
Y SU

(1957);

LoUSTAU,

LA ERONAVE v

sr0 REGIMEN

JUTRIDICO

arts. 1415, 1420 (Bolivia 1830); ConMo CIVIL arts. 2384,

2386 (Chile 1855); Comco Civil. art. 3734 (Nicaragua 1867).
11. E.g.. ConIo CIVIi. art. 768 (Brazil 1916); CoDco CIVIL arts. 2403, 2405
(Ecuador 1950l); ConIo Civu. arts. 18;7, 1891 (Venezuela 1942). For purposes of
illustration, typical statutory definitions of both prenda and hipoteca follow. Prenda
(pledge) is defined in the Mexican Civil. Cont. art. 2856 (1932). as an "interest in rei
in a chattel susceptible of alienation, constituted to secure the performance of an
obligation as well as preference in its payinent," perfected when the chattel is "delivered
to the creditor in fact or constructively' (art. 1857). On the other hand, hipoteca is
defined as an interest of the same nature, but in land. However, the Mexican code
adopted a more flexible definition stating that hipoteca is a "security in rein constituted
in assets not delivered to the creditor, giving him the right to be paid with the proceeds
of such assets according to his raik established by law, in case of default on the obligation
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of the chattel whenever he pledged it as security. Onl the contrary, where
the debt was secured bv land, the use and profits remained, generally, with
the debtor. When modern agriculture and industry, both well supplied
with efficient machinery and other equipment, started to produce goods
in unheard of quantities, the attitude of the law toward the chattels
instrumental to such production underwent a fundamental change. In a
number of Latin American republics nondispossessory security interests in
agricultural and industrial equipment were introduced,' 2 registration replacing the transfer of possession? 3With these innovations on their statute books, Latin American countries
entered the air age. Their initial legislative handling of aviation was restricted, in the main, to administrative matters. Starting in the late 1930's
aviation codes were enacted dealing exhaustively with all other aspects of
aviation, including property rights and security interests in aircraft. Determined efforts were still needed to blaze new trails through the heavy undergrowth of sacred traditions. This clash between legal traditions and technical
progress brought about a veritable array of statutory solutions.
Jurisprudentially the most conservative, but a prccise and effective
approach was adopted in Peru. There the traditional dualism of prenda and
hipoteca remained untouched. The solution was by a simple reclassification
of the aircraft from a movable to an immovable.' 4 By so doing, the statute
subjected the aircraft, including security interests in it, to the law of real
property and thus made the aircraft amenable to a nondispossessory type
of security. It may be added that this real property cast, so unexpected in
the law of aviation, is also to be found in other jurisdictions. 1-onduras' 5.
and Nicaragual6 for example, both prescribe that judicial sales of aircraft

so secured"

(art. 2893),

law as amenable.

and may

.be constituted in "assets especially designated" by

A valuable discussion of the civil notion of pignus. Slovenko, Of Pledge, 33 TUL.
CANo Li.opis, LA lliPOTECA EN EL DERr:11O
CoMPARADO (1951).
12. Folsom, Chattel Mortgages and Substitutes Therefor in Latin America, 3
Am.J. Comp. L. 477 (1954); FERNANOrz, PRENrIA coN Rir.srao (1948) with comparative statutory materials at 443.

L. R,v. 59 (1958); on hipoteea,

13. Because of limited credit facilities, the prenda con registro (recorded pledge)
sufficed for a comparatively long period. Only recently the title to the chattels became

an additional security device, by the adoption, in some Latin American countries, of

the conditional sale and of quasi-trust (fideicoruiso), for example in Mexico, Batiza,

The Evolution of the Fideicomiso (Trust) Concept under Mexican Law, 11 MIAMI
L. Q. 478 (1957). These types of security, however, remain outside of the scope of the

present study.
14. Coomco CIVIL art. 812 (Peru 1936) providing: "Immovables are 1. land, mines
and public water courses ....
4. ships and aircraft." - The question of the movable
or immovable nature of aircraft is still being discussed as a dogmatic proposition,
I)elascio, Estatuto luridico de la Aeronave, (10) REvrSrA J17RIDICA DE LA FACULTAD DR

IJE :cno (Caracas) 65, 70 (1957).

15. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 198 (1 londuras 1957), assuming, upon comparison

with the Nicaraguan act (art. 191), that "inmueble" at the end of the article is a typographical error.
16. ConIcO ii AvIACION CIVIL art, 191 (Nicaragua 1956).
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encumbered with hipoteca shall be governed by the law applicable to forced7
sales of land. The classical idea of the hipoteca also lingers on in Mexico1
where in addition to the pledge-type of prenda, hipoteca is available as
security for certain classes of assets, e.g., aircraft.
Outside of those jurisdictions where the law of immovables was, for

reasons of its very availability, incorporated into the law of aviation, other
methods for tackling the problem arose. One of them is exemplified by
countries where aircraft are classified as movables of a special type, sUi
generis. Such provisions as those enacted, for example, in Venezuela,' 8 only
dramatize the break with the tradition involved in the adoption, by aviation
codes, of the nondispossessory security. The same explanation is to be kept
in mind when reading the language used in the aviation acts of Honduras' 8
and Nicaragua that "notwithstanding that they are movables, civil aircraft
may be encumbered with hipoteca . "20 In a considerable number of
jurisdictions dogmatic scruples have been overcome simply by a straight
statutory provision, modeled aftcr French law, declaring aircraft amenable
to hipoteca.2 ' This is the case, for example, in Bolivia, " Brazil23 and
Uruguay.
In most of the Latin American republics these developments have
resulted in a general acceptancc of a nondisposscssory security interest in
aircraft and related equipment. Generally it is called hipoteca, a term
otherwise reserved for security interests in land. Presently the term has
acquired two connotations: one, the original, meaning a security interest
in land governed by a specific part of the civil code and now extended,
by statute, to encompass aircraft. The other is a recently introduced
meaning designating in a rather inaccurate sense any nondispossessory kind
of prenda (pledge). Thus, in some jurisdictions the term hipoteca is used
in its classical sense, for example, in Mexico -' and in Peru.28 In other
countries the mcaning of the term is not well defined. In some jurisdictions
the tcrm hipoteca will probably mean only a nondispossessory prenda,
particularly where aviation acts expressly retain only one or another im17. Ley de vias gencrales de comnunicacion art. 362 (Mexico 1940).

18, Ley dc aviacion civil art. 62 (Vcnezuela 1955).
19, Ley de acronautica civil art. 208 (Honduras 1957).
20. Comco or AvIAtION Civil, art. 201 (Nicaragua 1956).

21. Cone Civii. art. 2076 (Fr. 53d ed. ])alloz 1954). Loi stir I'immatricnlation des
bateaux de rivi~re et l'hypothque fluviale (July 5, 1917) providing that "es bateaux
de navigation intericure

. .

. sont susceptibles d'hypothque .. ,. " was incorporated in

art. 14 of the Loi relative a ]a navigation a6rienne (May 31, 1924) and is now art. 12
of the COD Dr LiAvIAToN CIVIui ET COIMERCIAI.E (Nov. 30, 1955). Nevertheless,
some of the Latin American criactinents expressly declare aircraft to be movables, e.g.,
Argentina, Coico A:RUNAU'ICO DE LA Nt .cion
ARCE TINA art. 48 (1954); Bolivia,
Resolucion Supreina art. 31 (1939); Uruguay, Conr'.o Dr LEI-:q.L^CION AE.FRONAUTIGA

art. 96 (1942).
22. Reglamnito general art. 84 (Bolivia 1939), see note 50 infra.

23. Cotco BASlIlARO io AR art. 137 (Brazil 1938), see note 51 infra.
24. Codigo de legislacion acronautica art. 105 (Uruguay 1942), see note 63 infra.
25. Ley de vias gencralcs de coinunicacion art. 362 (Mexico 1940), see note 57 infra.

26, See note 14 suprra.
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movable characteristic of the hipoteca for security interests in aircraft. This
appears to be the case, for example, in Honduras and Nicaragua.2 7 In other
countries this question might cause even greater difficulties. On the contrary,
where the term prenda is retained with a qualification added indicating its
nondispossessory nature, like, for example, prenda sin desplazamiento or sin
disposesion, there is no doubt that the prenda will be, generally, of the
type established for security interests in chattels.
Nevertheless, in some Latin American countries, as already indicated,
the dualism of prenda and hipoteca in the strict sense of the terms still
persists. The real effect of this dualism cannot be stated in general terms
since in some countries such symbiosis in the area of aviation law is intended
while in others it is best explained by assuming inaccuracies in drafting.
Mexico is an example of the former. There hipoteca is available in regard
to aircraft and aviation enterprises, 2 1 and prenda in regard to engines, propellors, spare parts, and other equipment, 29 the effect being that both groups
of chattels and security interests constituted in them will be governed by
different provisions contained in the Civil Code. 0 However, the basic
difference is not to be found in the element of possession. Even though
prenda must be perfected, in principle, by the transfer of possession of the
chattel to the creditor, such transfer may be "real or juridical," the latter
term to be understood as constructive transfer.3 1 The aviation act of El
Salvador follows this model by adopting the same dualism coupled with a
reference to the Civil Code providing that the chattel, in case of prenda,
must be "transferred to the creditor in accordance with the applicable legal
requirements." 3 2 In this regard, however, the civil codes of Mexico and El
Salvador differ on the crucial point. While the Mexican code makes the
nondispossessory prenda available in certain situations, including chattels
like aircraft and equipment, the code of El Salvador perseveres in the
traditional attitude that prenda can be perfected solely by the actual transfer
of the chattel into the creditor's possession. 3 3 This means that, unless there
is a change in the Salvadorean Civil Code, the prenda affecting assets other
than the aircraft and the aviation enterprises as a whole, as, for example, all
assets available to prenda under the Mexican act, still is of the dispossessory
nature.
Another example of deficient draftsmanship seems to be presented by
the aviation acts of Honduras and Nicaragua.3 4 These acts provide, in a
27. See notes 15 and 16 supra.
28. Ley de vias generales de comunicacion art. 362 (Mexico 1940), see note 57 infra.
29. Ley de vias generales de comunicacion art. 363 (Mexico 1940).
30. Hipoteca is regulated in art. 2893 to 2943, the prenda in art. 2856 to 2892 of
the Civil Code.
31. Art. 363. para. 2,as implemented by art, 2859 of the Civil Code (translation
in note 111 infra).
32. Ley de aeronantica civil art. 242 (El Salvador 1955), see note 54 infra.
33. Art. 2134, 2136, according to the version in CoNsTiTuCeoN Y CoDIcos DE LA
REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR

(1947).

34. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 201 (Honduras 1957). and Codigo de Aviacion
Civil art. 201 (Nicaragua 1956).
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gencral way, that aircraft arc "amenable to the hipoteca." This provision
is followed by another that "aircraft, cngines, propellors, and other spare
parts for the same may be the object of a prenda sin desplazamiento." If
this latter provision is construed as explanatory, it would seem that only
one type of security iscreated, that of a nondispossessory prenda. This
may be objected to by pointing out that the contract of prenda is especially
regulated in article 215, and both prenda and hipoteca arc dealt with in
article 216. The exposicion de motivos accompanying the act speaks of only

the hipoteca. Thc situation is far from clear.
ComuMoN LAW. Entcring the era of air transportation common law
countries were not confronted with difficulties that plagued civil law jurisdictions in overcoming the rigidity imposed by having, with a few exceptions,
only dispossessor security interest in chattels available. While there is in
the common law an institution analogous to pignus, namely pledge, originallV recquiring the transfer of the security to the creditor, it was the
mortgage transferring not possession but the title to land to the creditor
as security that opened the way to the use of nondispossessory security
interests in personal property as well. Taking advantage of the comparative
case with which the common law manipulatcs the transfer of title,35 chattel
mortgage offered a type of security comparable to the Roman mancipatio
curn fiducia.
In the common law a chattel mortgage 6 is considered an agreement
vesting in the creditor the title to the chattel. defeasable by performance
on the part of the debtor, of the obligation for which title to the chattel
is conveyed as security. Short of performance the title to the chattel is
rcdcecmablc only inequity or under a statute. On the other hand, a pledge
transfers only a limited interest of a lien type, measured by the secured
claim, but it is strengthened by the transfer of the control over the chattel
to the debtor. In common law countries both methods of security coexist
and may be freely chosen by parties. However, it may be stated that, at

35. The civil law doctriue of fitulus and rnodus necessary for the transfer of interests
in things, including chattels, formulated in Roman law (Nunquam nuda traditio transfert
dominium, sed ita, si veuditio out aliqua iusta causa praeccsserit, propter quamn traditio
sequeretur, l)tcEsT 41.31 pr.; traditionibus et usucapionibus doosinia rcrurn, non nudis
pactis transfcrrootur, CoDEx, 2.3.20), applied to piguus (pledge) considers the agreement
to pledge as titutus and the transfer of the chattel as rnodus. This doctrine still prevails
in Latin American civil codes, not only in regard to prenda but also in regard to

transfer of property in chattels, e~g., Argentina, Brazil and Chile; an example of the
statutory language niay he taken from the Salvadorean Civil Code (1912) requiring
a titulo translaticio de dorinio (art. 656) coupled with transfer (tradicion) as un modo
de adquirir domunio (art. 651). Like
fading away and a iicre consent stfficcs
traditio ficta, e.g. in Bolivia, Peru and
36. 1 JuNFs, LAW OF CATTELmI
lAClRr, LAW', OF CIIATTr. MORTGAGES

in regard to pledge this traditional approach is
for the transfer of ownership in chattels, assuming
Venezuela, a rule modelled after French law.
Moia'reAcEs AND CONDITIONAL. SALES (1933);
AND CONDITIONAL SAIES (1941).
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the present time, arrangements of the lien type prevail over the
title transfer
37
characteristics stressed by the orthodox notion of mortgages..
It follows that terminological difficultics are unavoidable in a simultaneous discussion of both the civil and common law. In civil law jurisdictions prenda means a dispossessory security interest in chattels except
where changed to a nondispossessory interest by statute. Hipoteca, on the
other hand, means a nondispossessory security interest, primarily applicable
to real property, in the nature of a lien, extended by some statutes to
personalty as well. This leaves the title shifting common law chattel mortgage in a special category. Nevertheless, the general term mortgage will be
used where the specific type of security is not at stake.
II.

SOURCES OF LAW

Security interests in aircraft are, like other substantive aspects of the
law of aviation, regulated by rules emanating from a variety of sources.
In civil law countries the carefully construed hierarchy of sources assigns
aviation acts a precise place in relation to other sources of law. In the
common law jurisdictions parties' contractual agreements are controlled by
substantive legal rules to a lesser extent. In addition, where these provisions
are operative, they are subject to change by the parties' agreements, except
in rare cases. They are of equal dignity, subject only to general standards
set up by the common law and the elementary control by the time factor.
AsEmRCA. To identify the controlling statutory rules in a
civil law country, the special enactment, in this case the aviation act, must
be taken as the starting point. As special legislation its provisions affecting
security arrangements will prevail over any provisions contained in the
general codes, civil as well as commercial. In some jurisdictions such a reference is explicit, in others implicit. In jurisdictions where aviation and activities connected with it arc classified as commercial in nature, security arrangements are, consequently, subject to the commercial code as the first subsidiary source. This twofold structure becomes threefold where the civil
code is expressly or by implication established as the ultimate statutory
authority.
LATIN

An express reference to "civil legislation" is, for example, contained
in the aviation act of Brazil."" Listing the civil code first and the commercial
second, the aviation act of El Salvador admits both codes as subsidiary
sources. 39 The inverse sequence is adopted in the aviation acts of Honduras

and Nicaragua which provide that contracts involving aircraft shall be
governed by the "applicable provisions of the Commercial Code and, in
37. Gilinore & Axelrod, Chattel Security, 57 YALE L.J. 517, 530 (1948). The
CoRsNuRrcIAzL CODE (1957)
applies provisions regulating security interests
regardless of "'whether title to collateral is in the secured party or in the debtor" (See. 9
- 202).
38. Conico BRASIEro DO AR art. 146 (Brazil 1938).
39. Ley de aeronantica civil art. 241 (El Salvador 1955).
UNIFORM
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case it contains none, by the other applicable general laws." 40 This provision appears to be reconcilable with another provision in the same acts
that the contract of hipoteca in aircraft will be "governed in matters not
of the Commercial
provided for in this Act, by the applicable provisions
4
Code and, if there be none, of the Civil Code."'
A completely different subsidiary source is established in the Argentine
as
aviation code. There matters of hipotecas in aircraft are governed, insofar
42
the code has no provisions, by rules applicable to ship mortgages.
Surveying specific sources of aviation law in force in Latin American
republics, two groups of jurisdictions may be distinguished. One would
contain countries where there is no special aviation legislation at all, as
is the case in Haiti and Paraguay. There matters of aviation including
questions of security in aircraft are subject to rules of the general law.
The other group would consist of countries with special aviation acts but
containing no provisions relating to security in aircraft. There the situation
is identical with that in countries with no special aviation legislation,
except where nondispossessory security interest in chattels was introduced
by enactments creating the nondispossessory industrial prenda. There the
question arises whether or not such a nondispossessory security interest in
chattels may be construed so as to include aviation enterprises and, in
consequence, is available in regard to aircraft. It would seem that Chile, 43
40. Ley de aeronantica art. 208 (Honduras 1957); COnDGO DE AvIAcION CIVIL art.
201 (Nicaragua 1956).
41. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 201 (Honduras 1957), see note 56 infra; Conico DE
AviAcIoN CIVII. art. 211 (Nicaragua 1956), see note 60 infra. The civil code appears
as a subsidiary source also in those countries where the security interest in aircraft is
constituted tinder a non-aviation type of statute, as, for example in Ecuador according
to art. 3 of the Ley sbre contrato dc prenda agricola e industrial, 1936 (see note 46,
inNl) .
42. The Argentine CONI RCiAI, Con art. 55 (1889) deals with ship mortgages
in art. 1351 to 1376; insofar as there are no applicable provisions, the COMMERCIAL
ConE art. 1667 refers to the CIVIL CODE regarding hipoteca, i.e. security in realty. The
same result is reached under the aviation acts of Honduras (art. 208) and Nicaragua
art. 201). Taking the latter as an example, it appears that the Nicaraguan COMMERCIAl.
ODE (1914) has provisions on ship mortgages (arts. 1024 to 1035); in case these
provisions should not suffice, the same Code (art. 1025) refers to the CIVIL CODE
(1929).
43. Chilean aviation law is regulated by the Decreto con fuerca de ley sobre
navegacion aerea of May 15, 1931, as modified by the Decreto-ley No. 325 of July 29,
1932. It contains provisions concerning nationality and ownership of aircraft (art. 7)
and their change (art. 10), but no provisions concerning encumbrances. The CIVIL
CODE (1855) adheres to the strict form of frenda (art. 2384 and 2386). Nondispossessory
prenda is available only under special legislation, e.g., commercial (art. 813 of the
CoMMERCIAL Cowl), agrarian (Ley 4.097, 1926), banking (ley 4.287, 1928) and
industrial (Ley 5.687, 1935). The question then arises whether or not a nondispossessory
prenda may be constituted on aircraft under one of the special acts. The closest seems
to come the prenda industrial in the sense that industrial enterprises may pledge, among
others, "means of transportation, like . . . ships . . . and generally all kinds of movables
that, being used in the industry, are an integral or collateral parts of it" (art. 24). The
Corte de Apelaciones (Talca) has held in 1931 that the term exfplotaciones industriales
means productive industries (SOMARRIvA UNIURRACA, TRATADO D I.-ASCAUCIONEs 219,
1943) and that prenda industrial is not available to enterprises engaged in air transportation. The opposite view is taken by I tAuLroN, MANUAL Di, DEVREcio AEREo 395
1 1950). It may be added that the official draft for a new aviation act (1947) provides
or hipotecas in aircraft (art. 224).
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Cuba,4 4 the Dominican Republic,45 Ecuador4" and Panama4 7 fall into this
group.
The majority of Latin American republics not only adopted special
aviation legislation but also enacted provisions regulating security interests
in aircraft of the prenda or hipoteca type or both. Before entering into
an analytical comparative discussion, 45 the controlling enactments will be
briefly listed.
44. In Cuba aviation law is regulated by the Reglainento de navegacion aerea civil of
April 21, 1928, as amended (text in LoPEZ DE GoIcoEcrIEA & PARES VALriZ, LCISAt.CON
DEL TRANSPORTE TERHESTRE, MARITIMO, ASIRFO 137, 1954), but contains no provisions
concerning nondispossessorv securities. Lev 5 of December 20, 1950 amended the
CIVIL CODE in regard to prenda (art. 1863 through 1872). The original dispossessory
type of prenda (art. 1863, para. 1) was modified by the introduction, in para. 2, of the
prenda sin desposesidn as security for the balance of the purchase price for the same
chattel or for bank credits in general. Such prenda wil be inscribed in the Mercantile
Register, or in the Agricultural and Industrial Section of the general Property Register,
provided the debtor is "an industrial entrepreneur and the chattels may be classified
as belonging to the business (fondo de comnercio) or to the unity of agricultural or
industrial production... ." Different from the situation iii Chile, here the emphasis
on the productive nature of the business involved seems more explicit, and may prevent
the use of this nondispossessory type of prenda on aircraft in spite of the fact that
"means of transportation" are listed as one of the chattels amenable to it (art. 1870,
para. 2). There are no known decisions or practice. SANCHEZ JEREZ, LA PRENDA SIN
DEPI.AZAXLIEN'iO

EN NU.STRA LI.:EcISLACION

(1957, unpubl. thesis, Univ. of Villanueva).

45. Aviation law of the Dominican Republic is regulated in the Ley sobre navegacion
aerca civil (No. 1915, January 19, 1949, Cac. Of. No. 6894), with no provision on
security interests. The Ley de prestamos con prenda sin desapoderamiento (Nov. 4, 1948,
Gac. Of. No. 6857) would seem applicable to aviation since it covers, among others,
industrialists, including those of corporate nature, making it possible for them to use as
security "means of transportation, vessels, machinery . .. and other movables . . . they
use in their work, industries, enterprises . .." (art. 1).
46. The law of aviation in Ecuador is regulated by the Rcglamento de aviacion
civil of July 8, 1954 (text in MINsTERTo DE OBRAS PunIcAs, DiREcrcoN GENERAL DE
AvIACION CIVIL, LEYEs BASICAS Y RECLAMENTO DE AERONAUTICA CIVIL, (1954).
However, these regulations did not change the dispossessory nature of prenda under the
Ecuadorean CIVIL (art. 2403) and COMMERCIAL CODE (art. 535). In practice security
in aircraft is constituted under the Ley sobre contrato de prenda agricola e industrial
(No. 625 of August 14. 1936, Reg. Of. No. 267) using the nondispossessory industrial
prenda available (art. 1) for "elementos de trabajo de cualquier classe" (art. 5,d). The
prenda is registered with the Registrador de Propriedad of the respective Canton (art. 7)
and coumunicated to the Superinteudente de Bancos (art. 13) who, in turn, informs
all banking institutions.
47. In Panama aviation law is regulated by the Decreto No. 89 relativo a ]a
navegacion aerea (1929) as amended. The nondispossessory security in chattels is presently
regulated by the Ley No. 21 of February 15, 1952 (Cac. Of. No. 11.724), as amendec
by Decreto-Ley No. 16 of Sept. 22, 1954 (Gac. Of. No. 12.490), amending art. 1567
of the CIVIL CODE so as to pennit nondispossessory hipoteca in chattels, provided they
may be specifically determined or identified and sufficiently described (art. 1), and
additional provisions contained therein are followed. In practice, the 1954 decree is
used to constitute security interests in aircraft.
On the 1952 law Eder, Panama: Chattel Mortgage and Conditional Sales Laws,
2 Axt.J.Comi.L. 71 (1953).
48. Studies in the field of comparative aviation law are only few, particularly those
discussing mortgages. Alsina, Hipoteca Aeronautica, 4 RnIvST DEL INsTurn-o BE
DERECHO AERONAUTICO 1, 1957 (also reprint), and llor"srETTER, L'HYPOTIIEQUE
AERIENNE,

ETUDE

DE

DROtT

COMPARE

I'.'

DE

DROIT

INTERN'ATIONAL

(1950).

On

comparative aviation law generally, GAY DE MONTELLA, PRINciPIos DE DERECHO
AERONAU'TICO (1950); Grant, Trends in Latin American Air Transport Legislation,
20 N.Y.U.L.QRev. 312, 321 (1945); Gardner, Comparative Air Law, 20 1. AIR L. &
Comm. 34, 48 (1953), and Pepin, Development of the International Legislation on
Aviation since the Chicago Convention, 24 J.AIR L. & Coirm. 1 (1957).
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Argentina adopted in 1954 the Codigo aeronautico de la Nacion Argentina. Chapter VIII of title four of the Codigo contains provisions regarding

hipoteca and privileges in articles 51 through 55.4 '
Bolivia enacted aviation law as the Resolucion Suprema (1939) regulating "air traffic within the national territory." Articles 31 and 34 contain
short provisions regarding hipoteca.5 0

Brazil codified its aviation law early in 1938 in its Codigo Brasileiro
do ar. Articles 137 through 146 deal with hipoteca in aircraft.5 '
Colombia enacted its aviation law even earlier, as Law No. 89 of

May 26, 1938, regarding civil aviation. Only a short provision contained
52
in Art. 11 deals with the question of encumbrances of aircraft

Costa Rica enacted its aviation law in the Ley general de aviacion civil
(1949). Articles 109 through 116 regulate the garantia prendaria sobre
aeronaves, implemented by the elaborate provisions of the Ley de prenda

with the Reglamento. 3-1
El Salvador enacted its aviation law as the Ley de aeronautica civil

(1955). Chapter five of the act is dedicated to hipoteca (articles 241

through 252).14

49. Ley No. 14.307 of July 15, 1954. Text in Coolco AERONAUrICO DE LA NACION
(1954). RooRIcErny JURAODo, EL CODICO AERONA uT1CO RIoPLA'rENSE, in
Es'rumos Juxoncos E.N NIENMORIA DE I)IMJRDO I. CorurE
623 (1957), also Alsina,
supra note 48, at 142; Vidcla Escalada, Breve Anaizsis del Codigo Aeronautico, 33
REIwS'A oEL COLElo miwAEcADOs
.E BU1.rEos Aiurs 23, 52 (1955); Lena Paz,
Exposici6n y Comentario del Nuevo Codigo Argentirzo de Aeronautica, 10 (44) Rrvts'rm
DE LA FACULTArD rr IJERECIO Y CirrcAs SOCIAT.F~s 605 (1955)
Ihereinafter cited
as Lena Pazl; Rodrigucz Jurado, Las Aeronaves en elCodigo Aeronautico, LA Lrv,
Sept. 15, 1956.
Registration of aircraft with encumbrances constituted abroad is governed by the
Decreto-ley No. 12.037 of Oct. 11, 1957 (Bol. Of. 23, 1957), see infra \iI.
50. Decreto Supremo, Oct. 24, 1930, patrioionio y reglamentacion del servicio aerco
en elterritorio nacional; Resolucion Suprcna, Jan. 3, 1939, reglamento general sobre ei
trafico aereo en el territorio nacional. Text in MONROY CARDENAS, CoMPENDIO DE
ARCENTINA

1)rsPoslcloNEs ArANERAS (1955).

51. Decreto-Ley No. 483. )line 8, 1938; text in DIRECTORIA

DA

AERONAUTIcA

COt.ETAN-A
m)- LEISLACION AERONAUTICA
(1955).
MILIOMENS,
DIREITO
ARONAUico (1956); 4 MIAR'Is FERREIRA, INSTTUCOES OE DthEr1o COIERCIAL 390
(1955); BAsros BriCIIxoR, II1l'OTECA AEREA NO DRET'rO BRASILEIRO, 1 REVISTA
BRASILEIRA DI. D
irro AFRON,;UrICO 51 (1951); SAMIPAIO D
LACERDA, CIRSO DE
DIREI TO COMlIRCIAI. MARIA,'o
1- A
iONAU'ICO
...
(1954); Dalmo Fairbanks
CIVIL,

Belfort,
D

Sugestoes para a Reforina do Codigo do Ar

lIaI-l'O DE SAO PAULO

. . . ,

43

RE\'IS'rA DA FACULTADE

172 (19481.

52. Ley No. 89 (May 26, 1938); text in

LLEVANO

1IARAG

& SANCHEz. BERNAL,

COII'II.ACION AEREA
NACIONAL (1949);
l|,E;AR Dow, ENsAYoS SOBR"
AISRONAUrICo (1951); I)uran Trujillo, El Codigo Aeronautico Colombiano, 22
E.V's'^ DE LA ACADEMIIA COLOMNBIANA OR JURISP'UrDENCiA 416 (1948).

DEArciio

(158-161)

53. Ley general de aviacion civil, Decreto-ley No. 762 (Oct. 18, 1949); text in 1

QUI:SADA

&

PiCADO

AcutIL.Ar

AcIERO,

LYES Y

RE.LAMINOS

USUALES

275 (1953).

Ley de prenda, No. 5 (Oct. 5, 1941) and Rcglaminto de la ley de prenda, Decreto
No. 52 (Dec. 23, 1941), both in Bi:cirre , Conrno CIvI.
o,
CosTA RicA 389, 407
(1949).
54. Ley de aerowiatica civil, Decreto No. 2011 (Dec. 22, 1955). Text in
NlIsITRlO

oE

DEFENSA,

CIVIL Y ACRICOLA

(1956).

LEY

oE

AERONAUTICA

Civil. Y

RECLAMENTO

DR AVIACION
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Guatemala adopted its Ley de aviacion civil in 1948, dealing with the
hipoteca in aircraft and other equipment in article 14, implemented by
55
articles 15 and 114.
Hondurashas, at the present moment, the most recent aviation code, the
Ley de aeronautica civil (1957). Provisions regarding hipoteca are to be
found in articles 197 to 218 under the title contracts respecting aircraft
and prescription.5
Mexico's aviation law is contained in the Ley de vias generales de
comunicacion (1940).5 7 Book four deals with aviation, and its articles 362
through 373 with hipoteca and pred^. Additional provisions are enacted
in numerous administrative regulations, ' among them the important
Reglamento del registro aeronautico Mexicano (1951) .5
Nicaragua enacted its present Codigo de aviacion civil in 1956.60
It is almost identical with the Honduran enactment since both follow the
same model, namely a draft for an aviation code adopted by the Third
Conference of General Directors of Civil Aviation of Central America
(1954)." Provisions regarding hipoteca and prenda in aircraft are contained in articles 190 to 211.
Peru still lists as its basic aviation law the Decreto Supremo of 1953,
dealing primarily with administrative matters. As already indicated, the
question of hipotecas in aircraft is regulated by the Civil Code. The Reglamento general de los registros publicos (1940) as well as the Reglamento
de las inscripciones (1936) contain additional important provisions. 62
55. Ley de aviacion civil, I)ecreto No. 553 (Oct. 28, 1948); text in 55 DIAalo DE
4 (8/9) REVISTA DE LA FACULTAD DR
49 (1950). The CIVIL CODE (1933)
already contains a provision (art. 1133, para. 3) that interests in aircraft shall be
CENTRO AMEriCA, no. 9 (April 7, 1949), also in
CIENCIAS JURIDICAS Y SOCIALES DE GUATEMALA

inscribed in special parts of the General Register (art. 1076).

56. Ley de aeronautica civil, Decreto No. 146 (Sept. 3, 1957) as amended by
Decreto No. 174 (Oct. 18, 1957); text in RE'UBLICA DE HONDURAS, LEY DE
AERONA1)TICA CIvIL (1957),
57. Ley de vias generales de comunicacion, Feb. 19, 1940, as amended Dec. 30,
1949. FANZos RIcLT', l)IRECTVAS MEXICANAS DEL I)ERECIo DE LA AVIACION
(1958); Bucio Cipres, La Hipoteca sobre Aeronaves Civiles, 19 (73) ANALES DE
J.RISPRUDENCIA 297 (1952); VIILLAGOMIEZ ITA, CoNICION JURIDICA D. LA AERONAVE
(1951).
58. A list in FRANCOS RIGALT, op. cit. note 57 at 68, 69. The law as well as
regulations are available in English translations published by Traducciones (Mexico).
59. Decreto, Sept. 10, 1951; text in DIARIO OFICIAL, Oct. 25, 1951.
60. CODICO DE AVIACOoN CIVIL, Dccreto No. 176 (May 18, 1956), 60 LA GACETA,
I)iARIO OFICIAL No. 266.
61. ACTA FINAL DE IA CUARTA CONFERENCIA DE DIRECTORES DE AERONAUTICA
CIVIL DE CENTRO-AIERICA Y PANAMA (1954).
62. See note 14 supra. Reglamento general de los registros publicos (July 18,
1940) and Reglamento de las inscripcioncs (Dec. 17, 1936); text in AcAvEDO Y
CRIADO. LEYis Y RECLAMENTOS DE LOS REcISTROS PUBLICOS Y DEL NOTARIADO 219,
242, 265 (1950).
In regard to registration of the hipoteca, see Corte Suprema, Acuerdo Aprobatorio,
Dec. 11, 1953, summarized in Alsina, op. cit. supra note 48, at 119.
Villegas, Consideraciones sobre Derecho Aeronautico Peruano, 22 (158161)
]REws'rA DE .A ACAmEMIA COLONIITANA DR JURISPEIJDENCIA 416 (1948).
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Uruguay enacted its Codigo de legislacion aeronautica in 1942, regulating the hipoteca in articles 105 through 109.At1 Additional regulations
have been issued implementing the code, the most important being the
Reglainentacion de los articulos 12, 21, 23, etc. (1944).14
Venezuela adopted the Ley de aviacion civil in 1955, containing provisions on hipoteca in articles 62 through 64.65
CANADA AND UNITED STATES. In both common law jurisdictions security
interests in chattels, including aircraft, are within the legislative domain
of the provinces or the several states respectively.
In Canada, matters of aviation fall into the legislative powers of the
Dominion. 0 Reluctance, based on constitutional considerations,0 7 kept the
Dominion from enacting a uniform substantive law of aviation or even
from establishing a system of registration of security interests in aircraft.
The Aeronautics Act 8 regulates administrative matters and contains no
provisions related to substantive aspects of the law of aviation including
mortgages. The same goes for the supplemental Air Regulations Act. 0
Consequently, questions concerning security interests in aircraft, including
their registration, remain governed by the common law or supplemental
statutory enactments in force in different provinces.7 0
In the United States modern means of transportation have been an
important area of federal legislation, providing, among others, for a

63. Conico nE LxctslAcioN AERONAUTICA, Decreto-ley No. 10.288 (Dec. 3,
1942); text in R1:CISTRO NACIONAL BE LI;YES, DIiCreuos, etc. 1484 (1942). BAUZA
ARAUJO. PRINCIPIOS DE DERECHo AEREO (]955); id., Caracteres Generales del Derecho
and Reginmen Juridico de la Aeronavegacion Coinercial en el Urtguay, in ESTUDIOS
MEMORIA BE JUAN JOSE AMEZAcA 59 (1958).
64. Decreto No. 3348 (June 9, 1944); text in MINISTERIo DE I)FENSA NACIONAL,
RECLF.MEN'rACION DEL CODnO DE LEGISLACiON AFRONAUTICA (1946). MAZZERA
ALVAREZ, APUrNTEs BE, DERECI1o AEnONA'riTco (1951).
65. Ley de aviacion civil (April 1, 1955); translation in 13 1. AIR L. & CoM.
260 (1946). CuIossoNE LARES, PRINcIPIOS GENERAI.ES BE DERncno AERONAUTICO
VENEZOLANO (1954); BAUZA ARAUJO, PRINCIPIOS DR DERECtiO AEREO (1955) with
a list of Uruguayan sources of aviation law (73-77).
66. British North America Act arts. 91, 132 (1867).
67. In spite of the holding in Re Aerial Navigation A.G. Can. v. A.G. Ont.
11932] 1 D.L.R. 58.
68. CAN. REV. STAT. ch. 2 (1952). Richardson, The Canadian Law of Civil

JURIDICOS EN

Aviation, 9 J. Ant L. 201 (1938), and Canadian Law of Civil Aviation, 1937 - 1947,

13 J. AIR L. & CoMNM. 195 (1946).
69. Nov. 23, 1954, 1 STATUTORY ORDERS & REGULATIONS I (consol. 1955).
70. Alberta: ALa. REV. STmr, ch. 23 (1955); Brit. Columbia: B.C. REv. STAT.

ch. 28 (1948); Manitoba: MAN. REv. SIAT. ch. 17 (1954); New Brwnswick: N.B.
REv. STAT. ch. 18 (1952); Nova Scotia: Nov. SCOT. Rnv. STAT. ch. 22 (1954);
Ontario: ONT. REv. STr. ch. 36 (1950); Prince E'dward Islands: PR. Enw. Isi.. REV.
STAT. ch. 18 (1951); and Saskatchewan: SASE. REv. STAT. ch. 357 (1953). Due to the

prevailing civil law, Quebec offers only the strict pledge (art. 1979 of the Civil Code),
with exceptions, not applicablc here, in regard to agricultural pledges and vessels. Cf.
Cambell Auto Fin. Co. v. Bonin [19451 S.C.R. 175; also BAUDOIN, LE DROIT Civsi,
DE LA PROVINCE DE QUEBEC 897 (1953).
For a discussion of differences between pledge and mortgage, Re Shapiro, [19491
3 L.D.R. 253. Forms in 3 MAcwooD, CANADIAN CONVEVANCING AND COMMERCIAL
FORMS

13 (1955).
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nationwide recording of vital data involved in security transactions. Sthrting
with the Ship Mortgage Act of 1920 subsequent acts fell into a general
pattern. A nationwide recording system of interests in aircraft was enacted
in 1938,7' extended in 1948 to include sparc parts, followed by a similar

act in 1952 regulating railroad equipment liens, and completed in 1958 by
72
the enactment extending analogous safeguards to highway trucks.

The Federal Aviation Act of 195871 provides for a central recording of
74
security interests in aircraft including those of the chattel mortgage type.
However, the controlling substantive law remains state law, common as
well as statutory. As a consequence, law governing substantive aspects of
aircraft mortgages in aircraft of United States registry is still far from
uniform, in spite of the attempt to unify the law of aviation through the
Uniform Aeronautics Act which, unfortunately, disregarded the question of
security interests in aircraft. The only central control factor remains the one
provided by the Federal Aviation Act. However, its effect in matters of
interests in aircraft depends on whether or not federal registration will be
recognized by state law. 75 In some states this is achieved by express enactmcnts giving the registration under the federal act the same effect as local
registration under state law. This is the case in Florida70 and is exemplified by

71. Hester, The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, 9 J. AIR L. 451 (1938); for
background of the 1948 amendment, lines, Legal Difficulties in Secured Airline
Equipment Financing, 15 J.AIR L. & CoMM. II (1948); also Ntmnely, Federal
Aviation Legislation, 14 1. Ant L. & Comm. 445 (1947). For a survey SHARP, A
CHRONICAL AND LEGISLATIVE ISTORY OF FEDERAL ACTIVITIES 1910 - 1947 (1949).
72. 72 Stat. 812 (1958). For further details Comment, 67 YALE. L.J. 1023 (1958),
73. Federal Aviation Act, 72 Stat. 731 (1958), authorizes the Administrator to
"establish and maintain a system for the recording" § 503(a). Regulations issued by
the Administrator arc to be found in the C.F.R.
74. Michelson, Aircraft Liens and Procedure, 44 ILL. B. J. 863 (1956); Adkins
& Billyou, Developments in Aircraft Equipment Financing, 13 Bus. LAW. 199 (1958).
75. Binzer, Civil Aviation, the Relative Scope of Jurisdiction of the State and
Federal Government, 33 Ky. L.J. 276 (1945); Plaine, State Aviation Legislation, 14
J. AIR L. & Comm. 333 (1947); Rhyne, Federal, State and Local jurisdiction over
Civil Aviation, 11 LAW & CONTEMP. PROn. 459 (1948); Comment, Mobile Equipment
Financing: Federal Perfection of Carrier Liens, 67 YALE L.f. 1023, 1033, 1065 (1958);
also Thomas, Federal Regulation of Air Transportation, 3 SIVN.L.J. 1 (1949).

76.

FLA. STAT.

§ 329.01 (1957).

77. Act to Amend the Lien Law . . . .N.Y. Laws of 1958, ch. 424, providing that
the recording of a chattel under the Civil Aeronautics Act "shall have the same effect
as filing or refiling under this article; and no filing or refiling under this article shall
be required, whether or not the mortgaged property is kept or used wholly within this
State" (see. 238a).
Some unification may be expected from the UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE (1957)
which deals also with chattel mortgages in sec. 9 - 102 (2). However, the Code does
not apply to security interests "subject to any statute of the United States, such as Ship
Mortgage Act of 1920, to the extent that such statute governs the right of the parties
to and third parties affected by transactions in particular types of property", sec. 9 104 (a). According to the Comment (602) "the present provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act . . . call for registration of title to and liens upon aircraft . . .and such
registration is recognized as equivalent under sec. 9 - 302 [of the Code]; but to the
extent that the Civil Aeronautics Act does not regulate the right of parties to and
third parties affected by such transactions, security interests in aircraft remain subject
to this Article, pending passage of federal legislation."
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a recent New York enactment. 77 In other states recognition is given or is to
be expected in conse(nence of a persuasive trend shown in case ]aw,7 8
The impact of treaties on the municipal law of countries under discussion, particularly the modifications caused by the ratification of the

Convention on the International Recognition of Rights in Aircraft (Geneva,
1948)71 will be discussed later.8 0
Ill. THE AGRElEMENT
In absence of specific provisions in aviation acts, the agreement creating
a security interest in aircraft is governed by the rules of general law, civil
as well as commercial, as the case may be, or by the common law rules of
contracts. As already mentioned, in some of the Latin American
jurisdictions an express reference to the general law is contained in the
aviation acts, for example, El Salvador' and Mexico.82 In Costa Rica
prenda aeronautica is governed by "provisions applicable to prenda generally,' ' 3 that is by the general civil legislation,8 ' except, of course, where
the aviation act contains specific provisions. It will also be recalled that
in some countries the commercial code takes precedence over the civil code
in regard to the contract of hipoteca, as in Honduras and Nicaragua. 5
PARnEs. The pecdgor or mortgagor is, as a rule, the owner of the aircraft
to be used as security. In somc jurisdictions his interest in the aircraft has
to be shown in the process of registration of the interest by a certificate of
ownership or registration."
CHsrIL.
chattel.8 7

In order to take effect a security interest must affect a specific

This principle of specialty, emphasized particularly in civil law

78. Re Veterans' Air Express Co., 76 F, Snpp. 684 (l).C.N.I., 1948) holding it
to be "'clear that the Congress has prescribed the only way . . . in which liens upon
aircraft may be recorded .. . .", followed in Blalock v. Brown, 78 Ga. App. 537, 51

S.E. 2d 610 (1949). Congress has preempted the field, United States v. United
Aircraft Corp., 80 F. Snpp. 52 (l),C. Conn., 1948), Cf. Marshall v. Anderson, 169
Kan. 534, 220 P. 2d 187 (1950) and Dawson v. General Discount Corp., 82 Ga. App,
29, 60 S.E. 2d 653 (19;0). Contra Aviation Credit Corp. v. Gardner, 174 Misc. 798,
22 N.Y.S. 37 (1940) holding that the federal act does not apply to aircraft engaged in
intrastate flights.
79. 4 (2) U.S.T. & O.I.A. 1831 (1953); T.I.A.S. No. 2847 [hereinafter cited as
Geneva Convention I,
80. To be discussed under VII infra.
81. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 241 (El Salvador 1955).
82. Ley de vias generales de comnunicacion art. 364 (Mexico 1940).
83. Ley general de aviacion civil art. 109 (Costa Rica 1944).
84. See note 53 supra.
85. Lev de aeronautica civil art. 208 (lHonduras 1957); CoDio neFAVIAcioN Cvil,
art. 201 (Nicaragua 1956).
86. ColncO DC LEciSlAcroN Ar:ONAxtrIcA art. 105 (Uroguay 1942); 14 C.F.R.
§ 503.3(a) (6) declares a chattel mortgage (instrument) to be "eligible for recording
if: (i) it is signed by the mortgagor, and (ii) is executed in the name of the registered
owner, or the mortgagor applies for registration as provided in Part 501 of this chapter,
except . ...
87, A full discussion follows under IV infra. It may be pointed out that a 'fleet
mortgage' presents no special features. It is explained as a mortgage on a number of
aircraft belonging to the same mortgagor and given as security so that every plane is
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countries, as distinguished from general liens imposed by law, applies also
to securities in aircraft. The Mexican act may be used as an example.,
It provides that the agreement has to contain "a description of the aircraft
as well as of the equipment encumbered, its international identification and
data concerning immatriculation, the name of the manufacturer and the
serial number; in case there be none, then data sufficient to identify beyond
any doubt the aircraft as well as the other items contained in the hipoteca
or prenda."89 This provision is adopted without change by the aviation
acts of El Salvador"" and Cuatemala.?' Data sufficient for identification are
required under the acts of Honduras and Nicaragua? 2
In this countrv a conveyance creating an interest in aircraft or in
chattels connected with it must comply with the controlling state law.
In order to qualify for registration under the Federal Aviation Act the conveyance must "describe the aircraft by make, manufacturer's serial number
and Civil Aeronautics registration number, or any other detail sufficient
to enable identification";"3 where an engine is encumbered, it must be
"specifically identified by make, model and manufacturer's serial number. ' ' 94
Spare parts, including engines encumbered as spare parts, must be identified
in the conveyance not only by the name of the authorized air carrier by
whom or on whose behalf such spare parts are kept: the conveyance must
also "describe generally the types ...of the spare parts covered thereby"93
as well as "specifically describe their location or locations."9 6
DEBT. In regard to the debt to be secured, two questions arise: the
first as to whether any kind of debt may be secured by aircraft, and the
other as to what extent the debt so secured has to be disclosed in the
instrument.
In general, it may be stated that aircraft may be used as security
regardless of the origin or nature of the debt; consequently, these obligations

liable for the whole amount (Mines, loc. cit. note 71, at 20). The exceptional attention
given to this arrangement abroad (e.g. Elwell. Origen y Naturaleza de la Hipoteca sobre
Flota, I REVIsTA DEL INSITU'ro I)E DE:REciio AERONAUTrco 37, 1952) is difficult to
understand, particularly since, in a few cases, writers do not distinguish between
floating charge, corporate mortgage and mortgage of aircraft.
It may he added that the GENEVA CONVENTION (art. Vii, para. 5) takes into
account a situation involving a mortgage of several craft for one debt. Under the Federal
Aviation Act there is no possibility to record a fleet mortgage unless individual aircraft
are properly identified.

88. 'lhe Mexican CIVIL CODE art. 2919 (1932) provides that a hipoteca "isnever
tacit, nor general .... "; it may be voluntary, arising out of an agreement (art. 2920),
or imposed (art. 2931) by force of law in enumerated situations (art. 2935).
89. Ley de vias generates de comunicacion art. 364 (Mexico 1940).
90. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 244 (El Salvador 1955).

91. Ley de aviacion civil art. 14 (Guatemala 1948).
92. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 216 (Ilonduras 1957); CoDnIo
art. 209 (Nicaragua 1956).

93.
94.
95.
96.

14
14
14
14

C.F.R.
C.F.R.
C.F.R.
C.F.R.

§
§
§
§

503.3
504.3
505.3
505.3

(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)

(2).
(1).
(1).
(2).
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may or may not be connected with aviation or with the specific aircraft
or equipment to be encumbered. 7 Only exceptionally are restrictions established, mainly in statutes designated for industrial development and thus
potentially applicable to the aircraft industry in general and to aircraft
in particular. Only certain types of debts, such as the unpaid balance of
the purchase price of the chattel used as security or credits extended by
banks generally, qualify under Cuban law for the nondisposscssory prendaY8
In Chile, provided the act concerning prenda industrial is taken to be
applicable to the aviation industry, 9 the debts to be secured are limited
to those incurred in the course of the particular business.
The other matter is that concerning the minimum information on
the debt to be shown in the conveyance. This requirement appears justified
in view of the fact that the instrument will be registered and, as a consequence, in a number of jurisdictions will have substantive effects between
parties to the agreement as well as in relation to third parties. In this
respect some aviation acts simply refer to the provisions of the general
law, e.g., El Salvador 0 0 and Mexico.' 0 ' The Brazilian code 102 requires that
the amount of the debt or its estimate be stated in the instrument, and
also the rate of interest. Guatemala demands the amount of the capital,
the rate of interest, the time and place of payment, and "other conditions
and stipulations agreed upon." 0 3 In accordance with the strict immovable
mold of the aircraft hipoteca Peru insists that a sum certain appears in the
ilstrunmen t.' 0 4
FORM. Some kind of form for the security agreement may be a requirement already provided for in the general law. A simple instrument
in writing is required for prenda by the Mexican Civil Code;' 05 an hipoteca
involving an amount under five thousand pesos must be in writing attested
by two witnesses while a hipoteca for an amount exceeding this sum must
be executed in the form of a public document. Similar provisions are to
be found in most Latin American civil codes.'0 6 In the area of aviation

97. This position is also taken by the Geneva Convention requiring (art. 1, 1, d)
that interests in aircraft be "contractually created as security for payment of an
indebtedness"; for a discussion see VIII infra.
98. See note 44 supra.

99. See note 43 supra.

100. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 244 (El Salvador 1955).
101. Ley de vias generales de comunicacion art. 364 (Mexico 1940). Art. 31 (II1)
of the regulation regarding the register (see supra, note 58) requires a statement as to
the time when the debt becomes due and the rates of interest including the time when
it starts to accrue.
102. Como BRASILFIRO 0O AR art. 142 (Brazil 1938).
103. Ley de aviacion civil art. 14 (Guatemala 1948).
104. Con co Civ. art. 1013, para. 2 (Peru 1936). - A detailed disclosure of the
debt to be secured was originally required under art. 14 of the Panamenian statute of
1952; the subsequent amendment Of 1954 limited these requirement so as to include the
amount, interest, provisions regarding paynent and "any other lawful agreement adopted
by the parties" (art. 7,1); see note 47, supra).
105. Comco CIVIL (fed. district) art, 2860 (Mexico 1932).
106. E.g., Nicaragua, Civit. CoDE, art. 3734 (1929); Venezuela, CIWL CODE, art.

1840 (1942).
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law, a formal instrument constituting an interest in aircraft became a
necessity with the adoption of registration as a substitute for the transfer
of possession.
In Latin American countries a public document, usually a notarial
act or its equivalent, is required for the instrument establishing an interest
in aircraft or connected equipment. 1 7 In this country, using Florida as an
example, the chattel mortgage, unless the chattel "be delivered to the
mortgagee and continue to remain truly and bona fide in his possession,"'' 08
must be recorded; to be recordable the execution of the instrument must
be acknowledged or approved "in a manner provided for mortgages of real
property." ' To be eligible for recordation under the Federal Aviation Act
the conveyance must be "acknowledged by the signer or signers before a
notary public or other officer authorized by the law of the United States,
or of a State, territory or possession thereof, or the District of Columbia,
to take acknowledgments of deeds.""10
POSSESSION. Transfer of possession as a condition for perfecting the
prenda is in most Latin American countries replaced, in the field of aviation
law, by the requirement of a public document properly registered. Where
the dualism of prenda and hipoteca persists, as in Mexico, in case of prenda
some kind of transfer of possession is still required, be itonly constructive.'
REcISTATION. In all the countries under discussion registration in
the most general sense of the term including inscription as well as recording,
is required to perfect the security. The effects of such registration vary
considerably from country to country. In a general way it may be stated
that two main types have dcvcloped in this Hiemisphere. One type is
represented by countries where the registration has only the function of
giving notice to third persons without affecting the instrument's intrinsic
validity either as to parties or third persons. The other type is found
in jurisdictions where the registration may have substantive effects in two
ways: as between the immediate parties to it, and in relation to third
persons or both. The former type is representative of common law countries
while the latter is descriptive of Latin American law.

107. Argentina (art. 51); Brazil (art. 137, para. (2); Colombia (art. 11); Costa
Rica (art. 1ll); El Salvador (art. 246); Guatemala (art. 14); Honduras (art. 215);
Mexico (art. 364); Nicaragua (art. 207); Pern, CIVTL CODE art. 1012 (1936); Uruguay
(art. 10 para. 2).
108. FLA. STAT, § 698.01 (1957).
109. FLA. STAT. § 698.02 (1957).
110. Federal Aviation Act § 503 (e), 72 Stat. 731 (1958).
111. According to art. 2859 of the Mexican CivIj. CoDE a prenda is"considered to

be transferred to the creditor when lieand the debtor agree that the chattel shall
remain under the control of a third person, or when it remains in the debtor's possession
in pursuance of such an agreement with the creditor or the law allows it. In the last two
cases prenda must be inscribed in the Public Register in order to take effect in relation
to third persons."
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Under the various recording statutes in force in common law jurisdictions recording is given only a limited effect."-" In the main it puts
persons on notice of the existence of the instrument recorded, an effect
achieved also by factual knowledge alone. As between parties to the
agreement, recording has no substantive effect according to the recording
statutes of the several States. In regard to recording under the Federal
Aviation Act, there can be no doubt that the recording of a conveyance
involving ownership "shall not be evidence of ownership of aircraft in any

proceeding in which such ownership by a particular person is, or may be,
in issue.""u l Such reservation in favor of the otherwise applicable state

law is not, however, expressed with regard to the recording of lesser interests
in aircraft, among others, of the mortgage type."' On the contrary, the
statute uses rather strong language that:
No conveyance or instrument the recording of which is provided by section 503 (a) shall be valid in respect of such aircraft,
aircraft engine or engines, propellers, appliances, or spare parts

against any person other than the person by whom the conveyance

or other instrument is made or given . . . or any person having

actual notice thereof, until such conveyance or other instrument is
filed for recordation in the office of the Administrator ...
It appears difficult to read the term 'valid' to mean 'good and effectual,'""
in accordance with the language usually found in state recording statutes,
particularly since the provision is apparently copied indiscriminately from
regulating matters under complete federal legisanother federal statute'
lative control. An additional difficulty is created by the lack here of a
reservation like the one applicable to recording of conveyances affecting
ownership expressly denying such recordation any substantive effect. If
interpreted literally, the statute would establish an itnbalaneed and unwarranted distinction between recordings involving ownership interests on
tihe one hand, and those dealing with security interests on the other. The
former would have a mere notice giving effect while the latter, though
involving a lesser interest, would be endowed with a constitutive effect
"against all persons without further or other registration."''1 7 In the final
consequence the statute woudd wipe out state law in an area where its
application was never questioned. And there is no indication that such a
result was ever intended.
112. E.g., FLA.

STAT.

§ 698.01 (1957); cf. Benedik v. Ratner, 268 U.S. 353, 362

(1924).
113. Federal Aviation Act § 501 (f), 72 Stat. 731 (1958).

114. Federal Aviation Act 503 (c), 72 Stat. 731 (1958).
115. E.g., Fi,. SrAir. § 6098.01 (1957).
116. 41 Star. 1000, 46 U.S.C. A. § 921 (a) (1952) providing that "No ...
mortgage .. . which includes a vessel of the United States , . . shall be valid, in respect
to such vessel, against any person other than the grantor or mortgagor . . . and any
person having actual notice thereof, until soch . . . mortgage is recorded in the office of
the collector of customs .... "
117. Federal Aviation Act § 503 (d), 72 Stat. 731 (1958).
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In Latin America registration (inscripci6n) is given a substantive effect.
Based on the doctrine of f publica, let us say, of full faith and credit
accorded to public registers of any kind, 118 inscription in such registers"'
may be made a condition for the creation of the encumbrance as between
the parties or in relation to third parties or both. Registration is required
for the between-the-parties effect in Argentina.120 In relation to third persons
registration is made a substantive requirement in El Salvadorl 2' and

Venezuela,

22

to name only a few. fn Mexico the instruments are effective

in relation to third persons from the time of registration. Nonregistered
instruments are effective only between parties; nevertheless, third persons
may "take advantage [of nonregistcrcd instruments] insofar as they are

favorable."

1

2

The acts of Honduras and Nicaragua 24 seem to give the

118. For background see Vil]aluu Igartua, The Public Registry of Property in Mexico,
11 MIAMI L.Q. 457 (1957); and Carral y de "l'cresa, The Public Authority of the Acts of
Notaries and Registrars in Mexican Law, I1 MIAMI L.Q. 448 (1957). Both articles also
appear in MhxIco, A SYMposioM ON LAW AND GOvEtRNMENr 32, 40 (1958). COruRE,
EL CONCE"ITo DE

FE PUBI.1CA,

INTRODUCCON

AL EsTuoDo DI-,l DRECHO NOrAIRIA.

(1954),
119. Inscriptions of security interests in aircraft are executed as prescribed by the
aviation acts in force in different countries. The registers not only vary by naies but
are administered by various authorities, some civilian, soie military; inscriptions are
made. in some countries, in the general aviation register, in others in a special part of it,
or in the general register of property or pledges, or in both.
Here follows a list of the national registers, citations referring to aviation acts.
Argentina- Registro Nacioial de Aeronaves (art. 27. 38, para. 3, and 51 a); Bolivia:
Registro General de NMatricllas de Aeronaves (art, 22, 34); Brazil: Registro Aeronautico
Brasileiro (established by Dccrcto No. 20.914, Jat. 6, 1932, as amended, Decreto-ley
No. 2961, Jan. 20, 1941, art. 137 of the aviation code); Colombia: Registro Aerolautico
Nacional (art. 10); Costa Rica: Registro General de Prcndas in San Jose (art. Ill,
see also note 53 supra); El Salvador: Registro Nacional de Aeronaves (art. 42, 43b and
243); Guatemala: Registro de Aeronautica Nacional, libro de transferencias y graviimces
lart. 15 (c) 1; Honduras: Registro de Propriedad Aeronautica (art. 197); Mexico:
Rcgistro Aeronautico NMexicano (art. 371), Reglamento del Registro Aeronantico
Mexicano, Oct. 5, 1951 (see note 59 supra), also Registro Publico de Propriedad (art.
372, para. 2); Nicaragua: Registro de Propriedad Aeronautica (art. 190); Per: Registro
Publico (art. 1036 of the CIVIL CODE, see note 62 supra); Uruguay: Registro Nacional
de Aeronaves (art. 105, also Reglamento, Decreto No. 3348, June 9, 1944, art. 8, h aid
9, see note 64 supra; also Decreto, June 31, 1946); Venezuela: Registro Aerco (art. 62).
In this country, instruments to be recorded under state law are filed with the proper
courts. Recordation under the Federal Aviation Act is within the jurisdiction of the
Federal Aviation Agency in Washington, I). C.
According to art. I1 (I) of the GENEVA CONVENTION which article also applies
[art. XI (2) (b)] to domestic aircraft, "all recordings relating to a given aircraft must
appear in the same record." The effect of this provision on the dual system of registration,
state and federal, is not clear, particularly since the additional provision of the CONVrETION
(art. XVII), containing an inter-provincial reference, applies only to "separate registers of
aircraft for purposes of nationality."

120. Conico AERONAUTICO DE L.ANAcIoN art. 49 (Argentina 1954).
121. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 241 (El Salvador 1955).
122. Ley de aviacion civil art. 62 (Venezuela 1955).
123. Ley de vias generales de comnniunicacion art. 372, para. I (Mexico 1940).
In some jurisdictions the consequences of omitted inscription are determined by the
civil code. 'Ihis is, for example, the case in El Salvador where, according to art. 235
of the aviation act, the "lack of inscription . . . in regard to interests in ren constituted
in them produces the effects established in the civil code in regard to things and
interests to be inscribed in the Register of Land and Mortgages," these consequences
being (art. 680 of the Civil Code) that interests established without inscription will
not affect third parties.
124. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 215 (1Honduras 1957); CoiGo DE AvIACION Civil.
art. 208 (Nicaragua 1956).
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inscribed prenda absolute efficacy by providing that as long as prenda is
inscribed in the register, it will rcmain unaffected "by any transfer or
interest created in the object given as security." For both the effect between
parties as well as in relation to third persons registration is necessary under
the Argentine code; it provides that no legal transaction recordable under
the code "will be perfected between parties or will become operative in
rclation to third persons unless followed by the inscription in the National
Aircraft Register."' - It1 may be assumed that the same scope is intended
12
in the Brazilian code.
The aviation acts of somc Latin American jurisdictions establish the
requirement of registration of interests in aircraft but leave the procedure
as well as cffectivcness to be detcrmined by other enactments. In Costa Rica
such provisions have to be found in the Ley de prenda as well as in the
Reglamento to it.127 In addition to provisions regarding the real property

iipoteca contained in the Peruvian Civil Code, provisions of the Reglamento
general de los registros publicos (194)
ciones (1936) must be consulted. '2

and the Reglamento de las inscrip-

Ordinarily the requiremcnt of registration is met by the recording
of the document or by the inscription or annotation of the interest in the
proper register, as the case may be. In somc jurisdictions the security interest
must also he annotatcd on the certificate of immatriculation issued for the
aircraft. This is, for example, the case in Brazil where "any juridical act
or fact which may change the juridical position of an aircraft, will be
inscribed in the Brazilian Aeronautic Register and annotated on the certificate of iimratriculation.''" '"'' The possibility of such a quasi-Torrens system
is foreseen in the Federal Aviation Act but not in operation. 30
IV. THE SECURITY
In addition to the case in which an aircraft is utilized as security, there
is a variety of related situations which must be discussed. The aircraft may
be put up as security as a finished product or under construction. It may
belong to joint owners and aliquot shares considered for security. Different
problems will arise from encumbering parts of the plane, like the engine.
Moreover, sparc parts may pertain to an aircraft or appear as independent
assets. Finally the wholc aviation enterprise may be used as security, including aircraft and other equipment.

125. CoDico
653, 659.

AERONAUTICo

iE

LA

NACION art. 49 (Argentina

1954); Lena Paz

126. CoDico BRAsri.,IRO Do AR art. 27 (Brazil 1938).
127. See note 53 sura.
128. See note 62 supra.
129. CoDico BRAS[LERO Do AR art. 27 (Brazil 1938). An identical provision is
contained in the aviation code of Uruguay (art. 24).
130. Federal Aviation Act § 503 (g), 72 Stat. 731 (1958).
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AIRCRAF . Whenever an aircraft is encumbered with a security
lien, the aircraft must be properly identified or identifiable. Changes in
the basic characteristics of the aircraft, such as changes in the type of
engines, load capacity or cargo facilities, even though they do not vary
the identity of the aircraft, may be of such an interest to the secured
creditor that they are subject to specific rules. El Salvador, " ' Honduras
and Nicaragua,132 for example, expressly prohibit changes on the aircraft
without consent of the creditors having a security interest in it.
Modeled after the French law' a the Argentine code' 34 allows hipoteca
on an aircraft under construction, a provision hardly practical at a time
when aircraft are mass produced on assembly lines and, at this stage, more
convenient financing methods are available.
The question whether or not aliquot shares in aircraft may bew used
for security is answered differently in various countries. In Argentina, for
example, it is pennissible. 3 5 Costa Rica'
and El Salvador""a take the
opposite position. The Brazilian code' permits hypothecation only with
the consent of all joint owners. InI countries where there are no express
provisions to be found in the aviation acts, the question will be controlled
by the general law.
Whether or not the component parts of an operational aircraft may
be encumbered, depends on provisions contained in aviation acts; otherwise

131.
nautica
engines.
132.
art. 205

Ley general de aviacion civil art. 250 (El Salvador 1955). The Ley de aetocivil art. 115 of Costa Rica prohibits changes in the characteristics of the

MNANCA,

IHE ITALIAN COnr or NAVIGATION. TRANSIA'rION AND COIMNTARY (1958);

Ley de aeronautica civil art. 212 (Honduras 1957); Conmoo D AviAcloN CIVIL
(Nicaragua 1956).
133. Loi sur l'immatriculation des bateaux art. 13 (cited note 21 sub~ra), incorporated
in the Loi r61ative a la navigation acrienne art. 14 (1924).
The provision survived in the ITALIAN COmDCE DFLLA NAVIGAZIONE (art. 1028, 1942),
the compliance with the provision is facilitated by the fact that aircraft under construction
must be registered (art. 848, 849), There are no similar provisions in the Argentine
aviation code.
The applicable Spanish statute (see note 9 supra) refined the provision by providing
that "an aircraft under construction may he encumbered with an hipoteca when one third
of the presumed amount has been invested" (art. 38); the temporary inscription in the
mercantile registcr will be changed into a permanent once the construction is completed.
134. CODr.o AIRONAUTICO DE LA NACION art. 51, para I (Argentina (1954); Lena
Paz at 660.
135. Conco AERONAUTIcO DE LA NACION art. i1, para. 1 (Argentina 1954), interpreting the statutory "en todo o en parte" to include aliquot shares as well, Lena Paz

at 660.
136. Ley general de aviacion civil art. 110 (Costa Rica 1949), providing that prenda
may only be constituted "sobre la entera propriedad de las aeronaves", with the additional
provision that there can be no "prenda parcial respccto a derechos que no sean el de Ia

nuda propriedad", this apparently to be understood as complete ownership and not in
the special sense of mere "nuda propriedad."
137. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 251 (El Salvador 1955), specifying in this regard
"quota or parte de derecho sobre una aeronave," in spite of the fact that coownership is
possible (art. 236). The same position is adopted in art. 229 of the Chilean draft (1947),

see note 43 supra. For Argentina, see Lena Paz at 660, relying on art. 1364 of the
CIVIL CODE.

138. CoDIco BRASILEIRO DO AR art. 144 (Brazil 1938).
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on rules supplied by the general law. In a negative sense it may be stated
that in a numbcr of Latin American republics aviation acts provide for
40
3"
prenda or hipoteca of an aircraft as a whole, for example, Bolivia, ' Brazil,
Colombia,'" Costa Rica' 42 and Uruguay.I'- Being special acts, provisions
contained therein will be intcrpreted as limitative in character making
component parts unavailable as security. rhe most valuable part of the
craft, the engine, may be pledged as security under Mexican law.' 44 In
the United States the validity of such arrangements depends on the
applicable state law. \Vith regard to the recording of such security interest
under the Federal Aviation Act,'-' a mortgage of any "specifically identified
aircraft engine" may 1)e recorded regardless of its being part of an operative
aircraft. lhis conclusion appears to bc justified in view of other provisions
in the same act dealing with the recording of mortgages affecting engines
classified as spare parts. 4 " Other component parts of an operational aircraft
such as propellers, radio or radar, may be encumbered provided the controlling state law permits. However, such mortgage cannot be recorded under
the Federal Aviation Act since it allows the recording only of mortgages
in "any aircraft engines, propcllors, or appliances maintained . . . for
installation or use in aircraft .. . ,"I i.e. provided they may be classified
as spare parts.
SPARE, PARTS. With regard to all appurtenances belonging to aircraft
two questions can arise. Tlic first is the classification of those parts considcred appurtenances of an opcrational aircraft and as such included in
the sanie encumbrance. The other deals with thosc chattels classified as
spare parts and thus available for security as independent assets.

The answer to the first question depends on the controlling aviation
statute; in the absence of an applicable provision, one or another of the
subsidiary sources will come into play, in addition to the intent of the
parties. In jurisdictions where the orthodox notion of hipoteca governs,
as in Peru 48 and partly in Mexico,' 49 the question is determined by the
rulcs of the civil code defining appurtenances to immovables.
139. Resolncion Sttirena art.
140. CoDio BRS AinO n~o
141. See note 52, supra, art.
142. Ley general de aviacion

143.

34 (Bolivia 1939).
AR art. 137 (Brazil 1938).
11 (Colombia 1938).
civil art. 110 (Costa Rica 1949).

Coorc.o DE L clsr.AcIoN AERONAUtICA art. 105 (Uruguay 1942).

144. Ley de vias generales de comunicacion art. 363, para. 1 (Mexico 1940); registra.
tion under art. 371 (1) (d) (if the act and art. I1 (1) (b), 14 aid 31 (VIII) of the
Reglamento, cited in note 59 supra.

145. Federal Aviation Act, § 503
504.3 (a)(1).
146. Federal Aviation Act, § 503

§ 505.3(a)(1), (2).

147. Federal Aviation

§ 505.3(a) (I) and (2).

Act §

(a)

(2),

(a) (3),

503(a)

(3),

72 Stat. 731 (1958);

14 C.F.R.

72 Stat. 731

(1958);

14 C.F,R.

(1958);

14

72

Stat. 731

C.FR.

148. See note 14 supra.
149. See note 30 supra. Relying on art. 1354 of the Argentine Civu,. Cona. Lena Paz
suggests that a hipoteca on an aircraft includes all accessories except where there is an
agreement to the contrary (661).
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The question concerning spare parts as an independent asset presents
greater difficulties.' 0 It is a characteristic that these are more varied and
numerous, and stored in different places, mostly along the lines operated

by the debtor. When need arises, they are taken from the stock and built
into operational aircraft and, as a consequence, lose their identity. Thus
inventories of spare parts are constantly depleted even though replaced as
routine operations dictate. In this matter the most elaborate provisions
are in force in the United States. Under the Federal Aviation Act' mortgage interests in "any aircraft engines, propellers, or appliances maintained
by or on behalf of an air carrier certified under Section 604 (b) of this Act,
for installation or use in aircraft, aircraft engines, or propellors, or any
spare parts maintained by or on behalf of such air carrier" will be admitted
to registration. The identification nccessary to satisfy the doctrine of
specialty is supplied by three devices: the identification of the debtor, the
air carrier involved; by a general description of the types of such spare
parts, without necessity for a statement of serial numbers or quantities;
and finally, bv the designation of the place where such spare parts are
located. '"
There are only a few jurisdictions in Latin America where specific
statutory provisions regarding spare parts are enacted. In Mexico, in addition
to engines, propellers, radios, instruments and other equipment listed as
available to prenda, the statute lists other spare parts as well213 Virtually
the same language appears in the aviation act of El Salvador.'5 4 Aviation
acts in force in Guatemala,',',' Honduras, and Nicaragua'5 6 omit radios
from the list but retain the balance of these items, though with a crucial
change. All three acts mention as the object of hipoteca (Guatemala) or
prenda sin desplazamiento (Honduras and Nicaragua) first the aircraft itself,
and then engines, propellers, spare parts (Guatemala) or generally other
equipment, adding the doubtful qualification "as well as their engines ....
"
(Guatemala), or "engines . . . for the saine aircraft" (Honduras and
Nicaragua). Interpreted strictly this would mean that only parts or equipment in the nature of spare parts belonging to a specified aircraft, i.e. as
their appurtenances, may be subject to an hipoteca or prenda. Of course,
there is always the alternative to assume poor drafting and thus avoid such
restrictive interpretation.
150. The Geneva Convention does not apply to spare parts as independent assets for
security, but only to spare parts belonging to an aircraft encumbered with an interest
to be recognized under the Convention (art. X, para. 1). See discussion tinder VIII infra.
151. Federal Aviation Act, § 503 (a) (3), 72 Stat. 731 (1958); 14 C.F.R.

505.3 (a) (1).

152. 14 C.F.R. § 505.3 (a) (2).
153. Ley de vias gencrales de connunicacion art. 363, para. I (Mexico 1940). It usay
be added that the Argentine code provides for a special register for engines, propellers,
spare parts and accessories (art. 37).
154. Ley de acroniautics civil art. 242 (El Salvador 1955).
155. Ley de aviacion civil art. 14, pars. I (Cutaternala 1948).
156. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 214 (Ilonduras 1957); CoDnen DE AvIACIoN CIVIL
art. 207 (Nicaragua 1956).
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ENTERPRISE. A more complex question arises when the complete
aviation enterprise is used as security, since the enterprise includes not
only immovalles hut also movables, both corporeal and incorporeal, among
the former aircraft and related eciuipment. Without attempting to open
the vast problems surrounding the enterprise as an object of legal transactions in civil law,157 particularly in Latin America, 158 the present discussion
will be limited to the immediate effects of such security operations on
aircraft.

As an illustration the Mexican enactment may be discussed. Under
this act the "complete unit of an enterprise engaged in air transportation"
may be encunIberecd with hipoteca, so as to include "respective concessions
and permits" and, provided parties did not expressly exclude, also "flying
equipment, installations, engines, propellers, radios, other instruments . . .,
fuels, lubricants as well as other inovables and immovables intended to be
used in the exploitation and considered as an entity."' 59 There seems to be
some uncertainty on the question whether or not such hipoteca must be
registered. The act itself has no express provision in this respect since it
omits the enpresa from the list of items whose hypothecation must be
registered) 6 0 Two additional provisions should be noted in this connection.
One is to the effect that an hipoteca on an enterprise may not be constituted
to last longer than nine tenths of the duration of the permit where such
permit is limited;'" the other provides that the creditors holding a hipoteca
may not "oppose modifications or alterations during the duration of the
hipoteca, to the buildings, lands, terrains and . . . the materiel of the
2
c
enterprise."'
A further example is the aviation law of 171 Salvador which permits
the hipoteca of the "complete unit of an aviation enterprise."' 63 The added

285

157. Bavitch, Transfer of Business, a Study in Coimparative Law, 6 AhI. J. COMP. L.

(1957).

158. 1lypothecation of a railway enterprise was possible earlier, e.g., in Cuba
(MILIARY ORIrAraNC., No. 3407, Feb. 7, 1902, ch. IX and XI); in Brazil (CIVIL CODE,
art. 854). in Nicaragua [CIvIL CoDE art. 3899 (8) and Law of May 25, 19161 and in

Mexico (Ley sobre fErrocariles, April 22, 1926, art. 37).
159. Ley de vias generales de comonicacion art. 362 (11) (Mexico 1940); prior
authorization by the Secretary of Communications is required (art. 362, para. 2).

160. Ley de vias generales de conitnicacion art. 371 (Nlexico 1940). Additional

registration of specific component parts may be necessary tinder art. 372, para. 2; see
note 118 supra.
The Reglamento (see note 59 Spra) deals only with items enumerated in art. 371,
and has no provisions pertaining to hipoteca of an emnpresa.
161. Ley de vias generales de comunicacion art. 92 (1940).
162. Ley de vias gencrales de comunicacion art. 95 (1940).
163. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 241 (El Salvador 1955). The principle of unity of
the emnprera is emphasized in art. 647 of the COsMFR CaAL CoDE prohibiting the "disinlegration in consequence of the pressure by individual claims", except in favor of holders
of hiptoteca (Conic.o OF.CoStIRcio art. 647).
The aviation acts of londuras (art. 157) and that of Nicaragua (art. 152) contain
a definition of an aviation enterprise, namely "any physical or juridical person engaged,
on the basis of a licence . . . in the performance of air transport services . . ." Added is
a definition of air carrier (art. 158 and 153 respectively).
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reference to the applicable provisions of the civil and commercial codes is,
at least with regard to empresa, illusory, since both of these codes, in
contra-distinction to the Honduran, contain no pertinent provisions. However, it is a similar reference contained in the Honduran'" aviation act,
this time to the Commercial Codc' 65 which has adopted the French idea
of nantissement de fonds de commerce, 65 that a nondispossessory pledge of
the business was introduced and expanded through the vehicle of hipoteca to
include aviation enterprises as well. According to Honduran commercial
law,7 a hipoteca constituted on an enterprise will encumber "all elements
of the same without need for a detailed description." The following component parts of the enterprise are presumed to be included: the establishment, its goodwill and reputation, the trade name including commercial
signs, leases, movables and machinery, employment contracts, merchandise,
and account receivable and other assets. To exclude the aforementioned, the
parties must so stipulate; to include the following items, namely patents,
trade secrets, exclusive dealerships and licenses, they must do likewise.
It seems that the hipoteca, whatever its scope, must be registered in the
Public Commercial Register. This registration will not suffice as to the
immovable property of the enterprise though. It remains subject to the law
of real property and hipoteca in this respect must be registered in accordance
with rules for that type of property' 68 This is true notwithstanding the
general provisions of the Commercial Code which declare enterprises
owned by individuals as well as corporations to be movables. 6 9
In common law jurisdictions there are no specific statutory provisions
in force regulating mortgages on aviation enterprises. Though limited to
corporate enterprises, two institutions, one in Canada and the other in the
United States, come close enough to statutory schemes described above so
as to warrant comparison.
Where an aviation enterprise is operated as a company under the
Canadian Act respecting Dominion Companies, 70 a floating charge may
164. Ley de acronautica civil art- 216 (Honduras 1957) contains the clause "sin
periicio de lo dispoesto por el Codigo de Comercio en ]a hipoteca de empresa", which
does not appear in the version of the act as in force in Nicaragua (art. 209).
165. CoDIo Dr Coiricm art. 1315 (Ilondtiras 1952).
166. Loi relative a la vcnte et an nantissement des fonds de commerce, March 17,
1909. CoNLEs, TRAITE 'I'll EORIQUE ET PRATIQUF nES FONDS DF COEr1RCE (1948);
recently KIINZIER, DAS NANTISSENIENT DU FONDS DF COMMERCIE, FINE RECIIrSVERGLEICIIENDE STUo]E (1958).
167. Como oD: COMRmcIo art. 648 (Hlonduras 1952).
168. CoDICO OF, Comvrtcfo art. 646, para. 2 (Honduras 1952).
169. ConICo DE CoMEIRco art. 646, para. 1 (Honduras 1952).
170. CAN. REV. STAT. ch. 53 § 66 (1952). The charge must be recorded in the
Company's Register of Mortgages (§ 70).
A comparable type of security is available tnder the Argentine Ley No. 12.962, sobre
prenda con registro, March 27, 1947, permitting a prenda flotante on omerchandise and
raw materials of commercial or industrial enterprises (art. 16).
On floating charge, BICKLEY, ON TIM. COIPANIES Ac 204 (1949); GowF.R, ''m
PRINCIPLES OF IXIoDERN COMPANY LAw 409 (1954), discussing the English Companies
Act of 1948 (11 & 12 GCeo. 6, ch. 38), § 95.
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be constituted "on the undertaking or propcrty of the company," undertaking being dcfincd as the "whole of the works and business of whatsoever
kind that the company is authorized to undertake or carry on."171 A comparison between a floating charge and a mortgage throws into sharp relief'
the differences between the lien and the title type of security. This was
well expressed in a recent opinionl 7 2 stating that the floating charge constitutcs only an "equitable lien permitting the company to deal freely
with the property in the usual course of business until the security holder
shall intervene to enforce his claim whereupon the lien or charge becomes
fixed or crystallized and the company . . .has no further authority to deal
with the property, nor can general creditors take it."
In the United States the operation effccting the enterprise as security
took the form of the corporate mortgage. 7 3 Such a mortgage is largely,
if not almost exclusively, nonstatutory. It results from private agreement
whereby all or part of the assets, present or future, corporeal or incorporeal,
of a corporation are mortgaged, in compliance with the controlling state
law.' 7 ' It is to be noted, however, that this type of security is, as such,
not recordable under the Federal Aviation Act, but only those parts of
the agreemcnt dealing with specific chattels which would, standing alone,
qualify for recording. Nevertheless, it is interesting to find the corporate
mortgage mentioned in the act when it relieves persons "having . . . a
security title to any aircraft under a corporate mortgage .... ,"IT from

liability imposed, under the applicablc local law, upon the owner of the
aircraft.'
Suis'rvruTIo'NS.

The final aspect of the security transaction to be

discussed involves those situations where a sun of money takes the place

of the chattcl. Here again a sharp difference exists between the civil and
common law jurisdictions. The aviation acts of the former provide that
such substitutious take place by operation of law, whereas in the latter
the substitution normally is by operation of a private agreement. Such
substitution occurs in the following cases: proceeds of insurance contracts,
indemnities for expropriation and the loss-value stemming from damage
to the aircraft.
171. Companies Act, 11 & 12 Ceo. 6, ch. 38 § 148(a) (1948).
172. Pennsylvania Co. for Ins. v. United R%. of I lavana, 26 U. Supp. 379, 387 (1939).
Adkins & Billyou, A Proposed New Form of Security for the Senior Debt of Our Airlines
and Railroads: Floating Charges, 12 Bus. LAw. 378 (1957).
173. 7 FLETCHER, CYCIMPlroA O r i,'nLAW OF I'IVAT c CORPOR.AIONS 177 (1957
supp.); also I DEIN.., TvK FINANCIAL POLICY OF CORPORATIONS 195 (1953); LYON,
CORI'ORATIONS AND ITHIiRa IINANCINC 244 (1938).
174. FiL. STAT. § 608.13 (1957); Smith v. Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
116 Fla. 390, 156 So. 498 (1934). For a more claborate statute see New York Lien Law
§ 231, as amended 1942 and 1947, and the New York Stock Corporation Law § 16,
as amended 1950.
For a parallel institution in Quebec, § 22 to 28 of the Special Corporate Powers Act,
Qoi:. R V. STAT. chi. 280 (1941)'.
175. Federal Aviation Act § 504, 72 Stat. 731 (1957).
176. See note 226 infra.
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The Argentine code exemplifies the first mentioned instance of the
substitution process. The code expressly provides that "the hipoteca also
includes any proceeds of the insurance policy arising from loss of or damage
to the aircraft.'" 7 7 Similar provisions are contained in the aviation acts
of Brazil,1h Costa Rica,"10 El Salvador, 180 Honduras, 1st Nicaragua 82 and
Uruguay."',' In this country the closest parallel to be found is the rule
granting to the mortgagee an equitable lien on insurance proceeds where
the mortgagor promised to insure the chattel but defaulted on his promise
to make the loss payable to the mortgagee.'8 4
Indemnity for expropriation is listed as another case of substitution in
a number of Latin American aviation acts, like that in force in Brazil, ' 5
Costa Rica," '

El Salvador,'"" Honduras, 8 8 Nicaragua,

189

and Uruguay.' 90

The security liens also attach to the amounts due for damages inflicted to
the aircraft, under the aviation acts of Argentina,' 9' Brazil,' -' Costa Rica, 93
9 4
and Uruguay.'
V. RANK AND PRIVILEGES
Accurate assessment of the effectiveness of a security lien is impossible
without consideration of two factors: the rank it occupies in relation to
other securities of the same type, and the statutory privileged claims granting
priority over all or some of the security interests constituted by agreement.
Due to the original requirement of transferring possession of the security
to the creditor, the principle of a single security lien still obtains in
many jurisdictions and is even carried over into the nondispossessory pledge.
In that situation questions of rank do not arise, only questions of privileges.
The hipoteca-type of security, on the contrary, permits the constitution
177. CODioo AERONAUTICO DE LA NACION art. 52 (Argentina 1954).
178. Conruo BRASILEIRO Do AR art. 139 (Brazil 1938).
179. Ley general de aviacion civil art. 113 (Costa Rica 1949).
180. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 241 (El Salvador 1955).
181. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 210 (Honduras 1957).
182. CoDICo.E AVIAC ON CIVIL art. 203 (Nicaragua 1956).
183. ConcIo DE LrISLACiON Air-.ONAUTICA art. 108 (Uruguay 1942).
184. 5 A]'PLENIAN, INSURANCE LAw AND PRACTICE WITH FORMS 524 (1941); 8
Couco, CYCLOPEDIA OF INSURANCE LAw 6450 (1932). Cf. Sumlin v. Colonial Fire
Undenvriters, 158 Fla. 95, 27 So.2d 730 (1946). The lack of analogous provisions in
common law is evidenced by the provision in the Uniform Commercial Code (1957) that
security interests continue notwithstanding sale, exchange "or other disposition thereof by
the debtor" which excludes acts beyond the debtor's control.
185. Conico BRASiLEIRo Do AR art. 139 (Brazil 1938).
186. Ley geineral dc aviacion civil art. 113 (Costa Rica 1949).
187. Ley de aeronantica civil art. 248 (El Salvador 1955).
188. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 210 (Honduras 1957); art. 2115 of the Civil Code
gives holders of hipoteca a right to demand a "new hipoteca, or payment of the debt
from the proceeds (valor) of the expropriated thing."
189. Comco DE AvIAcloN CIvIL art. 203 (Nicaragua 1956). AFt. 3788 of the Civil
Code contains an identical provision as translated in the previous note.
190. Corc.o DE Lrcs.LAcJON AERONAUTWA art. 108 (Uruguay 1942).
191. CoDmo AERONAUTICO ni LA NACION art. 52 (Argentina 1954).
192. Consco BRASI.,RIo Do AR art. 139 (Brazil 1938).
193. Ley general de aviacion civil art. 113, para. 2 (Costa Rica 1949).
194 Codigo de Legislacion Aeronantica art. 108 (Uruguay 1940).
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of a number of liens against the same chattcl. 11"' Where this type prevails,
both the questions of rank and privileges become important.9 6
RANK. In general, the rank of security liens constituted by contract
is determined by the time of their creation, in accordance with the time
honored adage prior tempore, Potior jure. Such time may be when the
agreement was reached, or when reduced to writing and executed, when
the chattel was handed over, or when the instrument was filed for registration or registered. The opposite rule of rank according to inverse time
sequence, is part of the maritime law and applies in aviation law only
when expressly incorporated, as in the Geneva Convention." 7

PRIVILEGES. The main danger for the contractually created security
interests, in both types of jurisdictions, is the existence of a large number
of classes of claims statutorily privileged to take priority over the former.
Even though there may be incidental variations as to the specific types
of privileges among the several jurisdictions, it would seem their potential
burden has reached the point where the very effectiveness of the contractual
security is threatened. The reaction to this crippling condition found expression in the move to limit, at least in the area of aviation law, the number
of these privileges. France took two courageous steps forward and one
backward. 0 8 This halfway position now appears to prevail. It might be
summarized that in civil law jurisdictions aircraft are no longer subject
to the numerous priorities, including general liens, imposed by the civil
codes, but only to priorities as are expressly enumerated in aviation acts. 9
195. Comco BRASILE1RO DO Al art. 143 (Brazil 1938). In Peru, the right to
constitute subsequent hipotecas cannot be bargained away (art. 1023 of the Civil.
CoD). However, the civil code of Panama (art. 1567, as amended, see note 47 supra)
permits only one encumbrance. The same rule prevails in Ecuador, art. 21 of the Ley
sobre contrato de prenda agricola e industrial, 1936 (see note 46 supra).
196. For general information CORDn.Ro ALVAREZ, TRATADO IE LOS PRIVILECIOS,
DEECHO CIVIL Y CorAElRCtI. ARCENTINO, DERECnO COMPARADO (1941); MOLINARtO,
Los PRIVIr.EcMOS EN RL DERECIo ARGENTINO (1941).
197. GENEVA CONVENTION art. IV (2).
198. Excluding general liens by providing that vessels "ne peuvent 6tre hypnthequs
que par [a convention des parties" (art. I I of the 1917 law, see note 21 supra). However,
this provision did not expressly exclude privileges established in the Civit. CoDE (arts.
2101 and 2102), and, in consequence, still permitted hidden encumbrances. This
deficiency was clarified by the amendment of July 19, 1934, expressly listing privileges
on vessels and, by incorporation in the aviation act, on aircraft as well (see note 21 supra).
These privileges are: costs for conservation (see note 200 infra), wages of the captain
and the crew, contributions due for social security, amount for salvage and assistance,
and claims for damages arising oUt of accidents in navigation. It is apparent that this list
served as model to a considerable number of Latin American countries. It may be added
the inter sese the rank is determined by the statutory sequence, claims in the same group
being of equal rank except claims for salvage and assistance where the maritime rule of
inverse rank applies [art. 10 (a)].
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130 (1952); LE,:MOINE, TRAIP DE I)Rorr AE.RI N 183 (1947).
The Spanish statute (see note 9 supra) goes farther by providing that only claims for
salvage and expenses "absolutely necessary for the conservation of the aircraft" will be
privileged provided they are annotated in the commercial register within three months
since these operations have been terminated (art. 41).
199. Priorities in force in this country have been well presented in a recent study by
Scott, Liern in Aircraft: Priorities, 25 1. AIR L. & Commt. 193 (1958).
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In regard to privileges two questions must be dealt with. The first is
the basic delineation of the classes of claims that are privileged. The second
is that of rank inter sese as well as against the nonprivileged claims attached
to the same security. The delineation places the privileged claims in the
following groups:
(1) Judicial expenses. A substantial number of countries, for example,
Brazil,2 0 Costa Rica,2 0' Honduras, 202 Nicaragua20' 3 and Uruguay,20 4 recognize
the priority of a lien for expenses of a judicial character occasioned by
action by secured creditors in connection with the security. Some countries
qualify this general nile, Argentina20 ' limiting it to those costs beneficial
to the mortgagee, while Venezuela206 extends it to include costs incurred
in the interest of creditors generally. The El Salvador act reads as limiting
20 7
the privilege to expenses destined for the conservation of the aircraft.
(2) Tax claims in a broad sense constitute the next class of privileged
208 Mexico,20 9
claims. Tax claims in general are preferred in El Salvador,
210
21
and Uruguay.
in Venezuela ' such claims are limited to current and
previous year taxes. Costa Rica adds the qualification that the taxes be
"owed by the aircraft." 212 It may be pointed out that under Florida law
aircraft are exempt from taxation, 2"' but not free from liens for the nonpayment of the registration tax. 214 Tax liens perfected under the Internal
Revenue Code attach to aircraft just as to any other asset of the delinquent
2 5
taxpayer. '

200. CODIco BRASILFIRO Do AR art. 140(a) (Brazil 1938), including costs for
conservation of the plane prior to judicial sale; cf. art. 1569 (2) of the CiViL. CODE
and art. 10 of the French law of 1917 as amended in 1934 (see note 198 supra), referring
to "los frais de conservation depuis la saissie."
201. Ley general de aviacion civil art. 113(a) (Costa Rica 1949).
202. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 209(a) (Honduras 1956).
203. Conico nE AvIAcION CIvI. art. 202 (a) (Nicaragua 1956).
204. Conico DE LEGISLAcION AERONAUTICA art. 109(1) (Uruguay 1942).
205. CODICO AERONAUTICO DE LA NAcION art. 53(3) (Argentina 1954).
206. Ley de aviacion civil art. 63 (2) (Venezuela 1955).
207. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 247(a) (El Salvador 1955); the provision is
apparently modelled after art. 140 (1) of the Brazilian act, omitting however, the
connecting "on" and thus limiting expeniscs to those arising out of a receivership prior
to judicial sale. The distinction as established in the Brazilian code is adopted in the
Honduran and Nicaraguan aviation acts.
208. Ley de aeronatiica civil art. 247c) (El Salvador 1955).
209. Ley de vias generales de conunicacion art. 365 (Mexico 1940).
210. Codigo de legislacion aeronautica art. 109 (2) (Uruguay 1942).
211. Ley de aviacion civil art. 63 (1) (Venezuela 1955).
212. Ley general de aviacion civil art. 113 (a) (Costa Rica 1949).
213. FLA. CONST. art. IX: FLA. STAT. §§ 330.06 (1),330.11 (4) (1957).
214. FLA. STAT. §330.16 (1957).
215. Kennedy, The Relative Priority of the Federal Government: the Pernicious

Career of the Inchoate and General Lien, 63 YALE L.J. 905 (1945); Prather, Federal
Liens as They Affect Mortgage Lending, 13 Bus. LAW. 118 (1948); Wentworth &
at 197. Reiling,
Brandt, Federal Revenue Liens, 39 Ciii. BAR R~c. 453 (1957); Scott, I.e.
Priority of Federal Tax Liens, 36 TAXES 978, 982 (1958); Spencer, Federal Tax Liens,
38 B.U.L.Ri'.v. 181 (1958). Cf. United States v. lane B. Corp., 167 F.Supp. 352 (1958).
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Fiscal claims of an operational character, such as landing fees, arc
another preferred group under the law of Argentina, 21 6 Brazil, 217 and
Uruguay? 8 F londuras-' u' and Nicaragua-"-" both restrict the privilege to those
fees accrued during the last 60 days.
Claims for fines are privileged under the aviation act of Uruguay. 2 '
A similar privileged lien exists under Florida law, 2 2 2 and for civil penalties
22 3
under the Federal Aviation Act.
(3) Claims for damages arising
constitute the next class of privileged
the privilege operates with regard to
this law," namely of civil aviation.

out of the operation of aircraft
liens. In Venezuela,2 24 for example,
"recovery for damages imposed by
Claims for damages generally arc

privileged in Costa Rica. '-'2 1, In the United States a lien attaches to an
aircraft for damages under the Uniform Aeronautics Act.226

(4) Claims for salvage and assistance 227 arc preferred in the prevailing
number of Latin American republics, e.g., Argentina,22 8, Brazil, 229 , Costa

216. Cornco

AERONAUrtICO DE i.ANACION art. 53(2) (Argentina 1954).
217. CODIGO BRASILrRO Do AR art. 140(3) (Brazil 1938).
218. CoDIco Im LrclSr.AcIoN A1loONAUTICA art. 109(3) (Uruguay 1942).

219. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 209(c) (Htonduras 1957).
220. CoDICo DIL AVIACION Civu. art. 202(c) (Nicaragua 1956).
221. CoDIcO mi: LECISLACION A IONAUTICA art. 109(2) (Uruguay 1940), "for fines
arising Out of violations."
222. FLA. SlAr. § 330.16 (1957).

223. Federal Aviation Act § 901(b), 72 Stat. 731 (1958); Scott, I.c. note 199 at 197.
224. Ley de aviacion civil art. 63 (3) (Ventezuela 1955).
225. Ly general de aviacion civil art. 113(a) (Costa Rica 1949).
226. Uniform Aeronautics Act (withdrawn 1943) provides in art. 5 that "'The
injured person, or owner or bailee of the injured pr0perty, shall have a lien on the
aircraft causing the injury to the extent of the damage caused by the aircraft or objects
falling from it". 11 UNIFtORM LAws ANN. (1938). Schnader, Uniform Aviation Liability
Act, 9 J. AIR L. 664 (1938).
227. Seaplane and vessel in salvage situations, Reinhart v. Newport Flying Service
Corp., 332 N.Y. 115, 133 N.E. 371 (1921); Lambos Seaplane Base v. The Batoy,
215 F.2d 228 (1954). Knaoth, Aviation and Salvage: the Application of Salvage
Principles to Aircraft, 36 Co.om L. Riv. 234 (1936), and Salvage as between Vessels
anid Aircraft, 8 J, AIR L. 159 (1937); Norris, Maritime Salvage for Fallen Aircraft, 43
CAI. L. Rev. 309 (1955); also Note. 52 Nlici.L.REv. 1229 (1954); NoRIs, inE LAw
OF SALVACE 56 (1958).

In relation to Mexico, the Treaty providing for Assistance to and Salvage of Vessels
in Territorial Vaters (June 13. 1935, 49 Stat. 3359) applies also to aircraft (art. II, 2).
The Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to Assistance and
Salvage of Aircraft or by Aircraft at Sea (Brussels, Sept. 29, 1938) has not been
ratified by the United States. Knauth, The Aviation Salvage at Sea Convention of 1938,
10 AIR L. R.v. 146 (1939).
228. CoOiGo AroNATrnCo D: LA NACION art. 53(3) (Argentina 1954), salvage
only; note also art. 125 to 133 of the aviation act.
229. Cooico BRAstIuIio no AR art. 140 (b) (Brazil 1938); note also art. 118 to
126 of the same act as well as art. 1566 (2) of the Civir. ConE.
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Salvador, 2 - Honduras,

and Venezuela.

23 6

2a 2

Mexico, 23'

Nicaragua,-2'

Uru-

(5) Claims arising out of assistance furnished, permitting continuation
of flight are also privileged. These may be divided into two classes: first,
claims arising from assistance to any flight of the aircraft involved, as in
Argentina,23

7

Brazil, 238 Costa Riea,2 :-Is and El Salvador; 40 or, second, for

the last flight only, as in londuras, "'I Nicaragua,24 2 Uruguay,243 and Venezuela. 24 4 In the United States a privileged lien on an aircraft exists only
2 45
Under
for the value of labor on and materials furnished to the aircraft.
most of the controlling state laws, fueling would not create such a lien.
On the contrary, it would suffice under many of the Latin American aviation
laws, especially under the even broader Venezuelan provision expressly pro-

tecting aprovisionarinento."-6
(6) \Vagc claims due the flight personnel arc privileged under most
of the Latin American acts. They arc given the same treatment as seamen s
wages under the general maritime law. Such claims may be unlimited in
the sense that all wages due for the service on a particular aircraft attach
to it; this appears to be the case in Costa Rica 247 and El Salvador.248 Notwithstanding the fact that wage claims are omitted from the list of privileged
claims in the Mexican act,211 they, as part of all earned wages, should
230, Ley general de aviacion civil art. 113(b) (Costa Rica 1949) for assistance
and salvage.
231. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 247 (a) (El Salvador 1955),
232, Ley de acronautica civil art. 209 (a) (Ilonduras 1957), limited to assistance and
salvage occuring during the respective hypothecation,
233. Ley de vias generales de comunicacion art. 365 (Mexico 1940); note also art.
358 to 359 of the same act.
234. Conion Dr AvIAcroN Crvi, art. 202(b) (Nicaragua 1956) with the qualification
indicated in note 232 supra,
235, Codigo de legislacion acronautica art. 109 (4) (Uruguay 1942); note also art.
166 to 170.
236. Ley de aviacion civil art. 63 (4) (Venezuela 195).
237. CoruGo AErONAUTICO DE LA NACION art. 53 (4) (Argentina 1954).
238. ComGo BRASILEiRO no AR art. 140 (d) (Brazil 1938), limited to "expenses
incurred by the commander of the aircraft within his legal authority, indispensable for the
continuation of the flight."
239. Lev general de aviacion civil art. 113(d) (Costa Rica 1949), with a limitation
as in note 238 supra,
240. Art. 247 (d), with the same limitation as in note 238 supra.
241, Art. 209 (d), with the limitation a in note 238 supra added.
242. Art. 202 (d), with the limitation as in note 241 supra.
243. Cono or LECGISLACio AERONAUTICA art. 109 (5) (Uruguay 1942).
244. Ley de aviacion civil art. 63(4) (Venezuela 1955).
245. In Florida this type of lien has constitutional foundation (FI.A. Coxsr. art.
XVI § 22) and affects work on personal property (FLA. STAT. § 85.07) or repairs (FLA.
STAT. § 85.12); on priority (FhA. STAT. § 85.24)" fl enforcement, FLA. STAT. ch. 86
(1957); on recording FL. SrAT. § 85.06 (1947), Silverstein, Florida Mechanic
7 MAmr L.Q. 477 (1953); Comment, Security Interests . . . , 7
Liens Law...,
MIANt L.Q, 535, 539 (1953). Note, Priority between Aircraft Artisans and Chattel
Mortgagee and Conditional Vendors of Aircraft, 2 OK.A, L. RrFv. 378 (1949); also
Scott, I.e. 198. For Canadian law, MACAULAY & BRUCE, lANoooK ON MEcnANme'S
LIF:Ns (1951).
246. Ley de aviacion civil art. 63 (4) (Veneztela 1955).
247. Ley general de aviacion civil art. 113 (e) (Costa Rica 1949).
248. Ley de aeronautica civil art 247 (e) (El Salvador 1955).
249. Ley de vias gencralcs de coniunicacion art. 365, para. 1 (Mexico 1940).
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have the privileged status under the constitutionl, 5 0 as implemented by the
Civil Code. 251 The same observation applies to Honduras; there wage claims
are not included among the privileges listed in the aviation act, 252 but
are recognized as privileged in the constitution of 1957. ' 53 The other group
of jurisdictions grants privileges to claims for wages only for the last
flight completed before the claim is made. This limitation is in force in
Argentina, 25 4 l-londuras, 255 Nicaragua, 25 0 and Uruguay.2?- 7 Venezuela2 5
extends the privilege to include wages accruing during the 15 days following
the time of arrival of the airplane at the airport.
It is not disputed that such privilcgcs do not exist under the controlling
259
state law in the United States.
(7) rhere is also a -number of other liens privileged under the applicable
2 60
local laws, e.g., the lien for storage under Florida law.

The order in which the classes of privileged claims have been set
forth above approximates the general preference given each inter sese.
It is obvious that all take priority over non-privileged claims including
contractual hipotecas and prendas, even over those having a temporarily
2 61
superior rank.
250. CONs'r.

OF

CAIRANELLAS & PERiEz

NMvxico art. 133 (XXIII) (1917). On the problem in general
BoriJA, )ERECI1o CoNs'rrrUcIoNAL LAnORAL . . . (1958).

251. Cornco Civil. (fed. district) art. 2989 (Mexico 1932).
252. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 209 (Honduras 1957).
253. CONST. art. 112(4) (Ilonduras 1957).
254. ConMO AEFONAUTICO . L.A NACION art. 53(5) (Argentina 1954), Lena Paz
664.
255. Ley de aeronautica civil art. 209(e) (HIonduras 1957).
256. Cornco inwAvIAcioN Civil, art. 202(e) (Nicaragua 1956).
257. CoDio DF LE ISLCcON AERONAUTICA art. 109 (6) (Untguay 1942).
258. Ley de aviacion civil art. 63(5) (Venezuela 1955).
259. Except repairmen under state statutes, Scott, I.e. note 199 at 198. Brazil (art.
140) omits wages as well as mechanic liens in spite of such provisions in the CivIL CODE.
(art. 1569 and 1566).
260. FLA. STAT. § 678.28 (1957); Scott, l.e. at 199.
The position of the unpaid seller's lien, similar to the right to retain possession so
termed under the Uniform Sales Act, sec. 54 - 56 (cf. art. 1613 of the French Civil
Code)

remains uncertain. ZAPlRIOIJ. TIlE 'RANSFER
OF CIATTr.Ls iN PRIVATE INTERNA'rIOAl LA
A , A CONIFAR1"IvE S'rulv 128 (1956). According to art. 66 of the

Argentine aviation code such claim only is ground for seizure of the aircraft, see
infra Vt, particularly note 267.
261. In case of insolvency or bankruptcy, the respective provisions of the civil
(I)orantes-Tamavo, La Procddure du 'concurso civil' en droit Mdxicain, 10 REVUE
IxrERNA'IONAILE DE DROIT CONIPRE 753, 1958), or commercial codes, or of bankruptcy
acts will control. In regard to the United States it is noteworthy that the 1957
amendment to the Bankruptcy Act § 116 (5) excluded the lien-type mortgage from
the list of security interests privileged in bankruptcy, e.g., leases and conditional sales.
This discrimination was strongly criticised. Adkins & Billyon, Developments in Commercial
Aircraft Financing, 13 Bus. L.Aw. 199, 210 (1958),
'I'here are time limitations on the privileged status of claims. According to the
Brazilian aviation code (art. 141), claims listed ii art. 140 retain their privileged status
only for six mionths since they accrued (depois suo conslituicao), stlbject to provisions
regarding insolvency and bankruptcy. It appears doubtful wherer an inscription will
result in retaining their privileged status or will turn them into ordinary inscribed
interests. For the solution adopted in Spain tunder the 1954 statute, see note 198 suPra.
This question was dealt with in the Geneva Convention, art. IV (see VIII intra).
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This survey of privileges demonstrates not only the large number of
priorities recognized under the aviation laws in force in different jurisdictons
but dramatizes their potentially frustrating effect on contractually established
security interests, particularly on the international level. It was inevitable
that the Geneva Convention should attempt to eliminate as many of the

locally established priorities as possible. Later discussion will show how far
the Convention succeeded in sccuring the adoption of such a policy and,
at the same time, how many countries appear to be willing to go along.
RETENTIoN. At this point it is appropriate to discuss a remedy
familiar to civil law jurisdictions, retention. In connection with some

privileged liens, this remedy is known in common law jurisdictions as well. 2 2
To quote the definition given by the Argentine Civil Code,26 3 retention is
the "right of the holder (tenedor) of a thing belonging to somebody else,
to retain possession of the thing until payment due him on account of the
26 4
same thing is made."

It is safe to assume that in view of the legislative intent to free
aircraft from most of the general privileges, retention will be authorized

only in situations wherc particular aviation acts so provide. An example
of this kind is given by the Mexican act 265 providing that two out of three
privileges listed, namely claims for salvage and claims for conservation,
give the right to exercise retention until the amount due for such action
is paid or security otherwise arranged. In Canada as well as in the United
States the right to retain a chattel because of a privileged lien, mostly
for work on it, with or without furnishing materials, depends on the con266
trolling local law
VII. ENFORCEMENT
The fundamental idea behind in rem security arrangements is to give
the creditor a contractually established priority to have his claim satisfied

262. E.g., FLA. STAT. § 86.02 (1957).

263. CooIco CIVIL art. 3939 (Argentina 1869).
264. So defined retention appears as a mere detention by the creditor, not in consequence of a security agreement hut for the practical reason of work on the chattel,
or because of expenses for or damages caused by it; the claim for refund being directed
against the person entitled to possession- the connection between such claim and the

chattel retained. The creditor might not have a lien on the chattel in the sense of a

right to be paid out of the proceeds. AcuNA ANzORENA, Et. DiE-REcIo )E RETV.N'CION
EN
., Coic.o CIVIL ARGCINTINO (1929); also CORDEIRO, op. cit. supra note 196, at
520, and MoNHE1ARto, op. cit. 1hote 196 at 266. On the interrelation between retention
and privileges CORDEIRO, op. cit. suttra note 196, at 525, and MOLINAl1O, op cit. supra

note 196, at 273.
265. Iey de vias gcnerales de conmnicacion art. 365, para. 2 (Mexico 1940), within

the limits established by art. 96 of the same act. Consequently, art. 2644 of the Civii,
CODE giving the "maker of any movable work (obre onueble) the right to withhold it
until paid , . .", does not apply.

266. See note 245 stupra.
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out of the specific asset,2" 7 ahead of all other so-called gcrieral creditors.
This aim may be achieved in different ways. The most primitive which
allowed the creditor to keep the security upon the debtor's defaut (lex
commissoria) has long since bccn abolished. Methods of cuforcing security
interests in chattels developed along similar lines in both the civil and
common law jurisdictions once the title transferred under a chattel mortgage
became redeemable.

Notwithstanding differences in detail, it may be stated as a rule that
prior adjudication is necessary determining the debt as well as the specific
sccuritv. In most jurisdictions, civil as well as colmmno law, general satisfaction of secured claims is achieved in summary proceedings of one kind
or another.6 811In addition, there is, in some jurisdictions, a possibility of
n Ccvcn morc summary method, that is where a titults exeeutionis, judicial
267, In case several securities are constituted, the creditor has the right to demand
satisfaction from any one at his discretion, Civii. Conrs of Argentina (art. 3147),
1tonduras (art, 2104), and Nicaragua (art. 3777. 3792).
In common law jurisdictions the equitable doctrine of marshalling assets may be
brought into play compelling a creditor having a lien on two or more assets, to satisfy
his claim out of an asset to which another secured creditor cannot resort, Lanoy v.
Duchess of Athol, 2 Atk. 444 (1742);

2 SroltY, CoMsi.N'ARIT.rs

ON EQuin' JunRs-

230 (1918).
A number of Latin American aviation acts, e.g., Brazil (art. 138), Costa Rica
(art. 114), El Salvador (art. 249), Honduras (art. 211), Nicaragua (art. 204) and
Uruguay (art. 107) prohibit encumbered aircraft to be removed abroad without the
consent of the creditor, or the creditor and the competent administrative office (e.g.
in El Salvador the Dcpartainento de Aviacion). It is not clear what the civil consequences
of such a violation are; in sonle of these statutes violations are subject to penalties.
268. E,g, Chile, arts. 42-46 of the Ley de prenda industrial (see note 43 supra);
Costa Rica, Ley de prenda, art. 61 providing that "La acci6n serd surmarisirna" (see note
53 supra); Mexico, art. 468 to 488 of the CODE OF Civil. Pxoc. for the Federal
District (1932), or the corresponding state codes.
In Florida a summary proceedings is available (FLA. St'Ar. § 86.05), or in equity
(Fi,, Srs'r. § 86.03), or a sale without judicial proceedings may be authorized [FLA.
PRUDENCE AS ADxIINrSTrtrio IN ENCLAND AND AmERICA

SrATC. § 86,08 (2),

19571.

']here are only a few aviation acts establishing special provisions regarding the
enforcement of security interests in aircraft. Argentina may be used as an example.
According to art. 64 of the act an aircraft may be attached (embargo) which fact is
to he recorded (art. 65) in the National Register (art. 38, para. 2, see note 119 supra),
giving the creditor preference against all others except those with priority (mefor
derecho). IHowever, the attached aircraft will be grounded only in enumerated situations (art. 66), namely where the attachment is in pursuance of a judgment, where

it is for a credit extended for the continuation of the flight, this even if the aircraft is
ready for departure (the claim itself is privileged under art. 53 (4), see note 237 supral
and for the claim of the vendor based on the purchase agreement, othenvise a nonprivileged claim (see note 260 supra), Lena Paz at 664.
The Bolivian act (see note 50 supra) provides in general that attachment and
iudicial sale of aircraft will be governed by the laws in force (art. 35). In case the
owner of the aircraft hris no residclce il, Bolivia or the aircraft is of foreign registry,
then "airy creditor inay demand attachment as well as the appointment of a depositario
by the court where the aircraft has landed." Attachment inay he averted by the owner
or pilot posting of a bond in the amunt of the claim (art. 37).
Similar provisions dealing with arrest are contained in tire Brazilian aviation code,
62-65, MiLTIOMENS, o p. cif. note 51, at 69.
Special enforcenrent procedures are available under the nonaviation type of acts
available to constitute security interests in aircraft, e.g. in Ecuador (Ley sobre contrato
de prenda etc., 1936, art. 22, note 46 supra) and Panama (Decreto-ley of 1954,
art. 62-65, MILnourNS, op. cit. note 51, at 69.
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or notarial,"'" constituted in advance, establishes the debt, the specific
chattel charged with it, and the right of the creditor to enforce his claim
dispensing with the need of a prcvious adjudication. Armed with any of
these tituli exeeutionis, the executing creditor will press for judicial sale,
except where private sale is permitted.
In civil law countries enforcement proceedings are regulated in that
part of the codes of civil procedure dealing with enforcement of judgments
and other executive claims. In common law countries judge-made law prevails as modified by scattered statutory enactments. In aviation acts provisions concerning the enforcement of security interests in aircraft are
extremely rare. One isolated provision, already mentioned in another connection, is contained in the aviation acts of I-londuras -07 and Nicaragua, 21
to the effect that judicial sales of aircraft encumbered with hipoteca shall
be conducted in accordance with provisions applicable to judicial sales of
land while in "other cases such sale will be executed according to rules
respecting chattels."
Considerable changes in municipal law concerning the enforcement
of security interests in aircraft have been occasioned by the Geneva Convention.272

VIT. TERMINATION
A security interest in chattels may terminate for either of the two
reasons which, in combination, were necessary for bringing it into being.
Tile first relates to the debt secured. The security arrangement being collateral, the debt is coextensive as well. Extinction of the debt extinguishes
the security arrangement. The other factor deals with the security aspect
itself. The debt may continue beyond the life of the security, for one
reason or another.

Only a few aviation acts regulate this aspect of the problem so that,
as previously stated, reliance must be placed on the provisions of the
civil code. With this understood, a few examples taken from aviation acts
may be cited. The aviation act of Brazil]27 has the most comprehensive
provision listing as grounds for termination of the hipoteca loss of the
aircraft, surrender of the security by the creditor, termination of the
principal debt and, finally, judicial decision.2- 4 Additional grounds for
269. Martinez Segovia, La Ejecutoriedad ) el Documento Notarial, 10
DEL NOTARIADo 39 (1958).
270. ley de aerouautica civil art. 198 (londuras 1956).

Rr.vISTA

IN'ERNATIoNA1.

271. ConicIO

BE AV1ACION

Civii. art.' 191 (Nicaragua 19;6).

272. To be discussed under VIII, infra.

273. ConIco ]RASILEIItO Do AR art. 145 (Brazil 1938).
274, Judicial decisions may be based on grounds for termination as listed in art. 145,

or may rely ui1 another reason, for example, on third parties claim of ownership to the
encumbered aircraft, comparable to terceria in Latin American statutes, like art. 62 of
the Costa Rican Ley de prenda, art. 751 of the Code of Civil Proc. of Peru, or FLA.
STAT. § 55.39 (1957).
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termination may be found in the "civil legislation."'I75 The aviation acts
of El Salvador, 27 londuras 2"7 and Nicaragua 2 " make specific mention of
only two grounds: the loss of the aircraft and the judicial sale, in both
cases adding a saving clause in favor of the possible substitution 7 9 Costa
lica28'0 has a general reference to provisions applicable to prenda aeronautica,
cml1phasizing especially judicial sale and loss or total28destruction of the
aircraft, in addition to those listed in the Ley de prenda. '
Where it applies, the distinction betwcen hipoteca and prenda may be
important since different grounds for termination are established for each
type of security in the controlling provisions of the civil code. Particularly
in jurisdictions where the registration of security is required to be in
accordance 'with principles governing security interests in land will the
282
cancellation of such inscription be an important additional factor.
Aviation acts of two jurisdictions contain interesting time limitations.
Argentina provides that an hipoteca will terminate threc years from the
date of registration unless renewed.2 13 A nondispossessory prenda under
Cuban law 28 4 terminates thirty days after the due date of the debt it
secures, unless renewed or proper proceedings commenced. The common
law jurisdictions have limitations on the notice effect of recording. In
Florida, for example, the recording must be renewed after seven years to
continue its effectiveness.' - " The Federal Aviation Act has no time limitations on the notice effect of recording; consequently a total search must
be made in every case.
[To be concluded in a later issue]

275. CoOlcO BRASILEIRo Dm Ali art. 146 (Brazil 1938).
276. Ley de aeronantica civil art. 2;2 (El Salvador 1955).
277, Ley de acronautica civil art. 213 (Honduras 1957).
278. Coico Dv AvIACION Civtl art. 206 (Nicaragua 1956).
279. See Substitutions, pt. IV of text supra.
280. Ley general dc aviacion civil art. 113 (Costa Rica 1949); however, the exact
interrelation between this article and art. 63 of the Ley dc prenda, referred to expressly,
is difficult to assess, particularly since the former provision uses in regard to privileged
claims the elusive terin of "icnl)endo". The provision is in this respect, reminiscent
of art. 10 of the French law of 1917, as modified in 1934, discussed in note 198 supra.
281, Ley general de aviacion civil art. 66 (1949).
282. E.g., art. 471 of the Civui. ConE of Costa Rica providing that "inscriptions
on the property of a hipoteca do not expire in relatiln to third persons unless the
inscriptions are cancelled or the transfer of the ownership or of the inscribed interest
to another person is effectuated."
283. Covnco AERONAUTICO DE LA NACION art. 54 (1954).
284. Art. 1871, para. 2 of the CVI, CODE, see note 44 supra.
285. FLA. STAT. § 698.08, extension under §698.09 (1957).

